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Lord, Thou hast willed, and I execute.

A new light breaks upon the earth,

A new world is born.

The things that were promised are fulfilled.
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THE UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SRI AUROBINDO

CONDITIONS FOR PROGRESS BASIS FOR YOGA

IT appears from your present letter and attitude that you propose to give God
a seat on your right and X another on the left and to sat in meditation between
oscillating sweetly from one to the other. If this is what you want to do please
do 1t 1n the Cherry Press and not at Pond1cherry. If you want to come here,
you must do it with a firm determination to get rid of this attachment and
make a complete and unconditional consecration and self-surrender. . ..

When you came here, your psychical being was opened up, and the mental,
vital and physical obstacles sufficiently worked upon to admit of this opening.
This came first, because that was the strongest part of you for the purposes
of the Yoga. Afterwards there was an attempt to open up the mmd and other
parts. But owmg to certain influences their resistance became strong enough
to bring things to a standstill. Doubt and non-understandmg m the mind and
vital attachments of which this one to your son is the strongest, were the main
instruments of this resistance. It is no use coming back with any of these things
still cherished and supported by your mind and will. Either you will make no
progress at all here or if the power works on you it will work to break the resis
tance of the vital being and if you still support that resistance, the nature of
this struggle and the consequences may be of a serious and undesirable charac
ter. The power that works in this Yoga is of a thorough-going character
and tolerates in the end nothing great or small that is an obstacle to the
truth and its realisation. To come here will be to invite its workings in the
strongest and most insistent form.

1923
k
k #

For your sadhana it is necessary first to establish the entire openness of
the physical being and stabilise m it the descent of calm, strength, purity and
joy with the feeling of the presence and working of the Mother's force in you.
It is only on that assured basis that one can become an entirely effective instru
ment for the work. Once that is done, there is still the dynamic transformation
of the instrumental bemg to achieve and that depends on a descent of a higher
and higher power of consciousness into the mind, vital and body-by higher
being meant nearer and nearer to the supramental Light and Force. But that
can only be done on the basis of which I have spoken and with the psychic being
constantly m front and acting as an intermediary between the instrumental
mind, vital and body and these higher planes of being. So this basic stabilisa
tion must first be completed.

25th April, 1933
5



TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO

(These talks are from the Note-books of Dr. Nrodbaran who used
to record most of the conversatons whch Sr urobndo had wth hs
attendants and a few others, after the accident to his leg in November
1938. Besdes the recorder, the attendants were : Dr. Manilal, Dr.
Becherlal, Puran, Champaklal, Dr. Satyendra and Mulshanker.
As the Notes were not seen by Sr Aurobndo himself, the responsblity
for the Master's words rests entirely with Nrodbaran. He does not
vouch for absolute accuracy, but he has tred his best to reproduce them
faithfully. He has made the same attemptfor the speeches of the others.

Ths is the twenty-first nstalment in the new Series whch,
except on two occasions, has followed a chronological order and begun
at the very beginning. The four earliest talks, after Sri Aurobindo's
accident, appeared in Mother India 1952.)

JANUARY 15, 1939

DR. Rao had come and, as usual, he commented on the usefulness of slings,
splints, etc. Then he remarked : "Medicines are after all not the main tlung.
It is Nature that cures and medicines merely help Nature." We had a small
debate on the point. The Mother also was present. After Dr. Rao had left,
Sri Aurobindo started speakmg.

SRI AUR0BIND0: It is curious that doctors after long practice come to such
conclusions as Dr. Rao has stated. A medical fnend of the Mother's used to
say that it is the doctor who heals and not his medicines. This is quite true.
One must have an element of healmg power. Medicines lend their properties
to this power. Without this power which is the main thing ma cure, medicines
are of very little use.

S : The ancient system in India recognised it as Vital Force.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes. Even now in some Universities in the South of

France-for example, Montpelier which is a famous Umversity there-they
admit this Vital Force. This is because the South ofFrance as well as Spain came
much under Arab influence. The Vital Force theory may come back everywhere.

At one time phys1cal science clammed to explain everything according to
1ts laws. Now they admit they can explain nothing.

6



TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO 7

P : The law of causality which once allowed no exception is now said to be
not absolute. The physicists can't determine the causes of phenomena in every
case because m trying to observe the phenomena they mterfere with the process
and thus vitiate it. This they now call Indeterminacy.

SRI AUR0BINDO : The attempts of scientists like Jeans and Eddington to
find Reality by science are futile. You can't found metaphysics on physical
science; for, when you have buult your philosophy, after some 30 years or so
science will change and your bmldmg will tumble down. All you can say is
that certain conclusions of science agree with and correspond to certain conclu
s10ns of metaphysics. You can't make metaphysics depend on physics.

P : The Continental scientists have now refused to build philosophy
on science. They say 1t 1s not their business to explamn but only to lay bare the
process. Eddington says in his Gifford Lectures that the human mind, the sub
ject, ultimately accepts one conclusion out of a number of conclusions not
because of the nature of objective reality but because of the nature of the obser
vIng subject. That 818=16 and not 61 points to some correspondence in
the material world to the movement of the thinking mind.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : It is the accumulated experience-the invariable expe
rience--that gives that sense. Man has found by putting 8 and 8 together that
1t makes I6.

P : Agam, mn regard to the rainbow, the scientists study the wave-lengths
of light while the poets make a play of the imagination over it. We have no
means of saying that the real rainbow exists for the scientist and not for the
poet.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : I should say it exists for neither. Only the scientists
get excited over the process and the poets over the result.

P : Eddmgton also admits that we have no ground to say that non
scientific knowledge and experience are less real than physical science.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Of course not.
P: Did you read Spengler's Decline of the West? It is a huge volume and

deals with many things.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : No, I haven't read it. What is the upshot of its argu

ment?
P: The upshot is that time is not a mental entity. It has a direction, a

tendency. It tends to produce certam events. It points to destiny, a recurring
pattern which the sum of forces mevitably leads to. On the data of human
history Spengler believes that there have been cycles in the life of the human
race when cultures have arisen, reached a zenith and then declined. From a
study of these cultures it is possible to predict the decline of every human
culture. European culture at present is full of the symptoms of decline and
therefore 1t 1s bound to decline. The signs of decline are the rise of bug cities,
impoverishment of the countryside, capitalism, etc. He says that to classify
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history as Primitive, Mediaeval and Modern is not correct. We must study
umversal history and that, too, impersonally.

Again, within the recurring pattern, a culture has its own characteristic
aspects. The mathematical discover1es, for instance, that are seen in a
particular culture are orgarucally connected with that culture. The Greeks,
could never have arrived at the conception of the "series"-regularly
increasing or decreasing numbers leading to infirute number. The
"series-idea" is only possible in modern culture.

He goes so far as to maintain that even if you grant that Napoleon's nse
could have been prevented by some causes, still the events that came as a
consequence of his career would have followed inevitably because they
were destined.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : I don't quite understand. Even granting that there is
destiny, why can't it be changed? How can Spengler say that even ifNapoleon
had not existed the results of hus rIse would inevitably have followed? It is a
very debatable proposition. I believe the results would have naturally vaned.
If he had not risen at the time, the European powers would have crushed
French Democracy. What he did was to stabilise the French Revolution so that
the world got the idea of Democracy. Otherwise it would have been delayed
by two or three centuries.

Again, as to destiny, what is meant by it? It is a word that can have
several meanings. Is destiny a working of inert blind material forces ? In that
case there is no room for choice. You have to end up by accepting Shankara's
Mayavada or rank materialism. But ifyou mean by destiny that there is a Will
at work in the uruverse, then a choice m action becomes possible.

Once more, when Spengler speaks of cycles, there is some truth in the idea
but it is not possible to make a rgid rule about the recurrence of the cycles.
These cycles are plastic and need not be all ofthe same duration. In the recent
Aryan path a Mr. Moms has written an interesting article, full of study offacts
and based onmstoncal data. In it he tnes to show that human destmy has always
a cycle of5oo years. And do you know hs conclusion ? Helbelieves that there
are Mahatmas who manage the world !

Besides, the extens1on ofmathematical numbers to infinity was well known
in India long ago; and I don't understand why classification of hustor1cal epochs
into Primitive, Mediaeval and Modern is incorrect. Does he mean that there
are no differences or that differences of epochs are to be overlooked ?

(After some time) In a philosopher it is not the process of reasonmg that is
important, for he blinds himself to everything else in order to arrive at his con
clus1ons. Therefore what you have to do is to take his conclusions and even 1n
taking the conclusions you have to accept the essentials and not the words or
the inessentials. For instance, there is some truth, as I said, in Spengler's idea
ofdestiny-also in his idea of cycles. All the rest is not mater1al to us.



TALKS WITH SRI AUR0BIND0 9

What is destmy ? It can't be the work of the mdividual. Then you have
to accept that it is the workmg out of a Cosmic Will. And then the question is
whether the Cosmuc Will is free or bound. If rt 1s free, 1t 1s no longer a blind
determimsm and even when you find there is "no progress", yet that Will is
working Itself out mn evolution.

If, on the other hand, you accept that the Cosmic Will is bound, the ques
tion is : "bound by whom or by what ?"

There is something like a cycle. This means there is a curve m the move
ment ofnature that seems to repeat itself. But that too is not to be taken rigidly.
It is somethmg that answers the need of evolution and can vary.

P : Probably something m a man's mmd has already accepted the conclu
sions, unknown to the man himself, and it is by his reasonmg that he seems to
arrive at them.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, it is something unknown to the surface
consciousness of course !

Then, agam, the human ego comes m. It is so limited that it thinks the
contribution It brings to human thought 1s the only truth and all who duffer
or conflict wth 1t are wrong.

We can turn round and say that a man was destmed to think as he thought
and thus to bring hIs contribution to the process of evolution. But it is easy to
see that the process of evolution is universal and human evolution cannot be
bound down to a set of philosophical ideas or rules of practice. No epoch, no
individual, no group has the monopoly of truth. It is the same with religion
Christian, Mohammedan, etc.

P : I don't think such a wide view is possible unless one reaches the
Umversal Mmd.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Not necessarily. One can see thus much, while remaining
human.

P: Wells perhaps speaks somethmg similar when he presses that all
knowledge must now become "human".

SRI AUR0BIND0 : That is another matter. He means "internationalism".
All science 1s already international and much of literature and of other realms
of 1deas 1s so.

What does Spengler say about the future-after the decline of the West ?
P : He dismisses China and India as countries whose cultures are useless

now.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Then we have the Arabs.
P : Not even the Arabs They are also effete.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Then the Africans remain, and the Abyssinians.
P : I think his hope is in the Americans and the Africans.
S : But America goes with the West. So we are left only with the Africans.
(Laughter)
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P : It is very curious that Spengler misses the fact that there can be resur
gence and reawakenmg.

SR AUR0BIND0 : Yes. Take China, for instance. There were always cites
m China-from the most ancient times. The Chinese are a peculiar race-always
disturbed and always the same. If you study their history 2000 years back
you will find they were mn disturbance and yet they had their culture. The
Tartar king who tried to destroy their culture by burning their books didn't
succeed. And I wouldn't be surprised if after the present turmoil you find them
2000 years hence what they are today. That is the character of the race.

When you follow the course of history youmay find there is a certam destmy
which represents the sum of physical forces. That is one destiny. And when
that tends to go round and round mn an infinite circuit you find that there 1s a
tendency which seems mevitable m the movement.

But the question is . "Are physical forces the only determmants of destmy?
Or 1s there anything else-something more than phys1cal that can intervene and
influence the course of the movement ?"

We find that there have been such inrushes of forces 1n h1story and
the action of these inrushes has been to change the destmy mdicated by the
physical forces; it has changed in fact the course of human history.

Take for an example the rse of the Arabs. A small uncivilised race hvmg
in and deserts suddenly nses up and changes completely the course of history.
That 1s an inrush of forces.

p : Thmkers hke Emerson and Shaw believe that human bemgs have not
made any substantial progress in their powers of reasomng since the Greeks.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : It is qmte true. Of course, you have today a vaster field
and more ample material than the Greeks had, but m the handlmg of them the
present-day mind 1s not super1or to the Greek mind wth 1ts more limited field
and mater1al.

p : Emerson, wrItIng about Plato, says that he has been the epitome of the
European mind for the last 2000 years or more.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes-the European mmd got everythmg from the Greeks
and owes everything to them. Every branch of knowledge m which human
curiosity could be mterested has been given to Europe by the Greeks-even
archaeology.

The Romans could legislate and fight, they could keep the state together,
but they made the Greeks thunk for them. Of course the Greeks could fight
also but not always so well. Take the Roman thmkers-Lucretrns, Cicero,
Seneca-all owe their philosophy to the Greeks.

That, again, is an illustration ofwhat I was saymg about the mrush of forces.
Consider a small race like the Greeks, living on a small proJectmg tongue of
land. It was able to bmld up a culture that has given everything essential to
your modern European culture and that 1n a span of 200 to 300 years only !
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Of course, the Greeks didn't create everythmg. They got much from
Egypt, Crete and Asia.

P : The number of artists they produced was remarkable.
SRI AUR0BINDO : They had the sense of beauty. Their life was beautiful.

The one thmg that modern Europe has not taken from the Greeks is beauty.
You can't say modern Europe is beautiful. In fact, it is ugly.

What can be said of ancient Greece can be sad also of ancient India.
She had beauty, which she has smce lost. The Japanese are the only race that
can be said to have preserved beauty m their life. But now even they are fast
losmng 1t under European mfluence.

The setback to the human mmd in Europe 1s amazing. As I said, no
one set of ideas canmonopolise Truth and from that point of view all these efforts
of Hitler and Mussolmi and Stalm to bottle up the human soul 1 a narrow
mould of 1deas 1s absurd.

We had thought durmg the last years of the 19th century that the human
mmnd had attained a certamn level of intelligence and that it would have to be
satisfied before any new idea could find acceptance. But it seems one can't rely
on common sense to stand the strain. We find Naz; 1deas bemg accepted; fifty
years back it would have been impossible to predict their acceptance. Then,
again, the way the intellectuals accept psychoanalysis 1s surprising.

Krishna Prem (Ronald Nixon) 1s afraid that psychoanalysis will drve out
or kill spirituality because it claims to explain away many spiritual thmgs.

S : People believe anything that is uncommon.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, it is as in the old dictum: "I believe because it

it is absurd."
These Nazi ideas are mfra-rational. It is because they are not at all rational

that they are considered as inspiration. They are even called mysticism. They
are really nothing but narrow pointed impulses r1sing from the lower bemg.
But perhaps th1s rIse of the mfra-rat1onal has been necessary mn order that the
Supra-rational may be accepted and that Reason may not be able to offer any
obstruct1on to 1t.

The mfra-rational also has a truth; it is necessary for the proper under
standmg of thmgs. You can't know the world unless you know the part which
the infra-rational plays.

N : Do you mean by the mfra-rational all that man has mherited from the
an1mal ?

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Not only that. Man has accused the ammal for nothmg.
In the 1nfra-ratuonal are also included the Rakshasa and the Asura. Man has
always been speakmng of the animal, the Pashu, in a superior way. But take the
dog's faithfulness and affect1on. These qualities are unversal among dogs.
But, even when they are found among men, you can't say the same.

P: Mrs. Pinto, the English wife of a frend, told me that she was surprised
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to find that the cow mn Ind1a 1s so mild and docile. In England, it seems, it may
attack men.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Most animals kill only tor food; there are very few
that are inherently ferocious. Even snakes don't attack unless they are
frightened.

There was a variety of maneless lion mn America-the Puma-that would
have been friendly to man. Of course it had to live and so killed animals. But
the Amer1cans have been kllng 1t-nearly exterminating it. Most of the wild
ammals don't kill man unless they find that he is dangerous. That's what
happens 1n Afr1ca. Man begins to shoot them down and they turn against him.
In Africa the State had to legislate to prevent the extermination of certain
animals. Otherwise people would have killed them off for sport. You
can't say man kills only when he is compelled.

And yet we cannot declare man has made no progress. True, the philo
sopher today is not superior to Plato, but there are many who can philosophise
today, also many more who can understand philosophy than 1n Plato's time.
And throughout the course of history a small mmority has been carrying the
torch to save humanity in spite of itself.

NOTE

Nirodbaran acknowledges help from A. B. Purani here and there in
reproducing the speeches of P.

NIR0DBARAN



REMINISCENCES

(We continue here from our last ssue the author's reminiscences of }ail.
In this instalment he lets us into a number of secrets, some of them of a
rather startlng character. For example, the way n which the Terrorists got
their supply ofpistols under the very nose of the sentries is a fine reflection
on bureaucratic efficiency, but the story of Sr Aurobindo's articles on
the Bomb will certainly come as a surprise and perhaps even a shock to the
more non-violent spirits among his admirers. The har-breadth escape
of our author from the clutches of the law thanks to an almost inspired
piece of acting on the part of one of his life-long friends who is still here
in the Ashram, and the magnificent finale provided by Chittaranjan's
famous words on Sri Aurondo are some of the other highlights of the
pece which our readers will enjoy.)

X

"Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage;
Minds innocent and quiet take
That for an hermitage"

-Lovelace

IT was as it were a wheel within a wheel, a circle within a circle, a play within a
play.

The comedy of our trial was being staged within the world-play, and on
the court-room stage itself we the undertrial prisoners had been doing our
little private drama. The stage was set in the room of the Alipore Sessions
Court. One corner of the room was fenced off so as to form a square enclosure
but with wire netting that enabled us to see and breathe. They had also left a
small passage through the netting for our entrance and exit, and a sentry hadbeen
posted with arms to watch that the tigers and wild beasts did not break through
the cage. Inside, a few benches had been laid where we might sit, for we could
not obviously be kept standing the whole day. We were some thirty-five in all.
They used to take us from Alipore Jail m a carriage-by carriage I mean a
horse-drawn vehlcle, for motor cars had not yet come. As we left jail, they would
handcuffus in two's, the right hand of one being tied to the left hand of the other

13
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with the same pair of handcuffs. The handcuffs were removed before we
entered our cage in the court room.

As the proceedings began in court, we would take our seats. But the court
proceeded in its own way and we went on in ours. The pleaders and barristers
and witnesses and spectators were all engrossed in the subject matter of the case.
The barristers pleaded, the witnesses gave their depositions, the court made
comments, everything went on as 1s usual in a court of law. But we remained
perfectly neutral and Indifferent as 1f it did not concern us at all. Our Interests
were elsewhere. We had come to sit together forming separate groups of four
or five according to our respective tastes and temperaments. We could of course
move from one group to another as and when we liked. Our topics of discus
sion ranged over all manner of subjects : religion and spirituality, literature and
science, our work and our future, all thus came within our purview. Our dis
cussions sometimes grew so loud and hot that Judge Beachcroft-he had
been contemporaneous with Sri Aurobindo at Cambridge-would shout at us
like a school master, "Less noise there, less noise there !" If that did not stop
all the noise, then he had to make this threat, "Unless you stop, your tiffin will
stop." That was a deadly blow and made us perfectly still. For the tffin they
served us in court was our chief meal in the whole day, for its quantity and
quality were such as to make it a charming oasis in that Sahara of al. This tiffin
came to us from outs1de, from friends and relatives and well-wishers. It in
cluded such items as luchis, potatoes and fritters and sweets. Once we had a
taste of all this, 1t was no wonder that the jail rat1ons came to be despised and
grew untouchable.

In the midst of all this, Sn Aurobindo used to sit apart in his little corner.
But we could approach him if anyone had anything to ask. One day we arranged
a "general meetung"", that 1s, requested hum to grve us a talk--of course in the
court room itself and durmg the proceedings! The court would go on and we
would go on with our "meeting". Sri Aurobindo agreed to speak and he chose
as his subJect, "Nationalism and the Three Gunas (Psychological Types)."
Afterwards, on coming out of jail, he wrote out the substance of this speech
and had it published in one of his papers. It has since been included in h1s
Bengali work, Dharma O fatyata.

Sri Aurobmndo had to devote a great deal of hus time in jail to hus counsel,
Chittaranjan Das, for whatever he had to say had to be given in writing. I
found they kept him supplied with foolscap sheets and a pencil in the court room
itself, and he went on writing out his statements there. He wrote quite a few
pages every day. In these statements he had to explain in lengthy detail his
ideas and ideals, the aims and policy of the Bandemataram andYugantar papers.
Ch1ttaranjan included all that in his speeches in court. Could the original
manuscripts be recovered, they would be precious documents today.

One day I mentioned to hum that I had not had a chance to read English
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poetry for a long time and would like to have some. Could he help me ? The
very next day, he wrote out a new poem and handed it to me. As he had no
paper to write it on, he had scribbled out the Imes along the margins of an old
letter l I was particularly impressed by the last two Imes; of the rest I do not
recall anything now, I need hardly add that the poem is now among the lost
treasures.

While on the subject of Sri Aurobindo's writings in jail, I cannot help
divulgmg a secret, namely, that he had written a whole series of essays on the
subject of the bomb. The terrorists had been subjected to bitter attacks in the
press and they had been falsely accused of all manner of thmngs. It was as if
Sri Aurobmndo took up his pen to defend them agamst these accusations. In
this series of four essays he discussed m detail the cult of the bomb. I can
still recall the titles : (r) The Message of the Bomb, (2) The Morality of the
Bomb, (3) The Psychology of the Bomb, (4) The Policy of the Bomb. The
series was not completed, but what was written could serve the purpose very
well. The wntmgs had been left in my custody and I passed them out of jail
to a friend of mme. But in order to save them from the vigilant eyes of the police
and such every-day hazards as a house-search, this fnend of mine had them
shoved mside a hollow bamboo stem and buried underground. When
he looked for them again after a little while, he found they had been reduced to
a dust heap, thanks to the white ants' berugn touch.

Let me then grve out another secret m thus connection. Just as Sri
Aurobmndo had taken up his pen-or shall we say his pencil ?-on behalf of
the bomb similarly Nivedita at a later date once took up the cause of Swadeshi
daco1ts.The ideas and motives of these patriots, what impelled them /to
take up this particular line were explained with such fine understandmg and
sympathy mn Nrvedrta's wrutmng that 1t read almost like poetry. Here too the
manuscript had come to my hands and was 1n my custody. That was about
the time when Sn Aurobindo on commg out of Jail had taken up his work
agamn and started the two weeklies, the English Karmayogzn and the Bengali
Dharma. At that time, Nivedita mamtamed rather close contacts with Sri
Aurobmdo and ourselves. She used to wnte for the Karmayogmn, and when
SnAurobindo went mto retirement, 1t was she who edited the last few issues
of the paper almost smgle- handed, with the sole exception of news-items.
She contmued all the features which Sn Aurobmdo had begun. Thus she
too wrote a few "Conversations" on the lines of Sn Aurobmdo's "Conver
sations of the Dead". I translated them mnto Bengal and have included them
mn my Mrter Kathopakathan ( Conversations of the Dead ) m Bengal.

While in jail, we had the good fortune to read some unpublished writ1ngs
of Sri Aurobindo's. Each of us had been furn1shed by the authorities wIth a
printed brochure contaming a report of the exhibits-that 1s to say, all the
documents-letters, notebooks, etc.-which concerned us in that case. These
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included portions of an unfinished article from Sri Aurobindo's notebook,
entitled, "What is Extremism, Nationalism ?" But there was another article,
one that was ready for the editorial columns of the Bandemataram and was to be
published the next day; but instead of gomg to the Bandemataram office, it found
its way into the hands of the police as a result of the arrests. This article was so
beautful and perfect from the pomnt of vew of both style and substance that I
read it over and over agam and committed it to memory and would often
repeat it aloud when I found myself alone. Hear how it begms, with what
calm andmajestic periods ! I record them here not from the book but from
memory:

"Ages ago there was a priest of Baal who thought himself commissioned
by the god to kill all who did not bow the knee to him...At last, a deliverer
came and slew the priest and the world had rest ... "

How simple the words, almost all monosyllabic (except two)-how easy mn
manner ! Absolutely unadorned and still most effective ! The movement is
that of an arrow, strong and firm and straight. There is an epic quality about
it, what Matthew Arnold calls the "grand style simple." This piece fortunately
has not been lost; it has found a place in one of Sri Aurobmdo's works, in his
The Doctrine ofPassive Resistance, under the heading, "The Morality ofBoycott."
You might read it for yourselves. You will be delighted, I can assure you.

Now I am gomg to divulge to you yet another secret, perhaps the most rm
portant of all, concerning our life mn jail. I have said that I had Sri Aurobindo's
essays on the bomb slipped out of jail by handmg them over to a friend.
But how was this done ? By what means did we carry on trus kmd of secret
interchange with the outside world ? How we could manage to import pistols
into jail remained a major headache for the police. The police mvented so
many theories and there was no end to the conjectures indulged in by the public.
They must have been packed mn biscuit tins, or in the bellies of fish, or in
jack-fruit, and what not. Fmally, the Police Cruef could contain himself
no longer and decided to ask Kana1. Kana1 was already under sentence of death
and was bidmg his time. "Now that all is over," said the Police Chief, "where
is the harm if you confess it ? Why not show some courage and tell us
where you found the pistol ??? Kanai grew serous and sad in measured tones,
'It is the spurt of Khudiram who gave me the revolver." Khud1ram had been
hanged for his attempt on the life of Kmgsford.

Well, let me now explam how the pistols came. They came pre
cisely the way Sn Aurobmdo's wntmgs went. When the police found
that we were not such ferocious beasts after all, they gave us permission to have
a chance sometimes of meeting our friends and relatives. These meetmgs oo:ik
place in a room next to the entrance through the mam gate of the jail. They
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erected a partition of iron bars through the middle of the room. On one side
of this barrier stood the visitors and friends and we stood on the other. No
doubt there were some sentries about, but they did not particularly bother to
watch, for on the whole there had grown up an amount of confidence in our
good faith. But it was very easy to pass on anything across this barrier, for with
a shawl or heavy chuddar on, one could easily touch the person on the other
side of the bars-out of an excess of feeling, one would normally imagine. I
remember how my uncle once burst into tears on meetingme in this manner.
Anyhow, the pair of revolvers used by Kanai and Satyen had changed hands
through the bars in thus manner.

I referred just now to our good faith. In fact our laughter and fun, our
mirth and play, and our sweet simplicity had astomshed them all. We had a
Court Inspector, an elderly Muslim gentleman, who would almost burst into
tears as he looked on us. "How dare you laugh and play?" he used to say,
"you have not the least idea of the terror you have to face. You do not know
what kind of life it is in the Andamans. You are not the only ones who read the
Gita. I too have gone through the book repeatedly and still read it." For this
show of sympathy, the gentleman had to suffer punishment. His promotion
was stopped or perhaps he was dismissed from the service. The man who was
captain of the English guard used to say, "You are strange specimens. You
look so tender and soft, and so simple and sweet-in your manner ! How could
you ever commit such heinous crimes ? I have lived in Ireland and have seen
the Insh patriots, I have had to deal with them. But they were poles apart from
you in their looks and their manner. They were harsh and rude and hard; one
could know at once what kind of people they were." Most of us were boys
and young men of I 6 to 20, except for a few like Barin, Upen and Hrshikesh
who were of about the same age, all nearing thirty. But within the very precincts
of jail we made them understand how one "softer than the flower", mrduni
kusumadapi, could turn 1to something "harder than diamond", vajradapi
kathoran. I refer here to the assassination of our good friend Naren Gosain
the approver. That makes another drama.

I have said we used to keep ourselves fully preoccupied with our own
discussions, as we sat within our cage in the court room, and never paid much
attention to what was going on outside in court. But if something new or
interesting or sensational cropped up, then of course we would just tum round
to see. There was something sensational that happened one day; it concerned
myself. They produced an important witness against me; it was the cabinman
at the railway level crossing near Deoghar, a poor old man. Were he to identify
me as the personwho had been passing to and fro near his cabin-we had several
times been to DIghiriya hill across the railway line-that would prove my
complicity in the bomb and get me the Andamans without fatl. But who can
die whom the gods protect? Our Sudhir-da-1 use the title in an honorific
2
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sense, for I am actually one month his senior-got suddenly an idea into his
head. They had made us lne up within the cage for an identification parade.
The poor old man was brought in to identify Nolini Gupta. Sudhir-da whis
pered to me, "You stand in the front line with a quiet nonchalant air. I shall
be just behind." Sudhir-da stood behmnd, with his head down and showed by
his fumbling and nervous manner as if he were trying to hde himself. The old
man was in a fix; he got so confused that he finally shouted, "That was the
man over there, I have seen him." This settled the point. The entire court
room rang with laughter. Norton was flabbergasted, for he had been con
ducting the case for the prosecution. He was known as "Madras Norton":
he had earned quite a name as a formidable, almost ferocious barrister at the
High Court in Madras. Through this fiasco the path to my release was made
clear.

Now let me conclude this story with a description of the last scene.
We had all just sat down to our usual discussions as on any other day, when all
on a sudden the court room seemed to grow silent and still. Chittaranjan's
voice rose slowly in a crescendo ofmeasured tones. We all stood up and listened
intently attentive in pin-drop silence as Chittaranjan went on speaking, as if
divinely inspired and like one god-possessed :

"He stands not only before the bar 1 this Court but stands before the
bar of the High Court of History....Long after this turmoil, this agitation
ceases, long after he is dead and gone, he will be looked upon as the poet
of patriotism, as the prophet of nationalism and the lover of humamty.
Long after he is dead and gone, his words will be echoed and re-echoed not
only in India but across distant seas and lands."

NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated by Sanat K. Banerji from the angina/ Bengalt.)
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( Continued from the last issue )

IV

IN the Matakol Street, calledMission Street, Sri Aurobindo lived for sixmonths
in a house with a tiled roof. That house has at present undergone a radical
change; the very spot is unrecognisable. It was in this house that I had Sri
Aurobmndo's Darshan. There I had the first opportunity of seeing him but
from a distance.

During his stay in this house I had the habit of meeting Ramaswami
Iyengar every evenmg on the beach, as I have already said. His heart started
melting in my favour little by little even as ants slowly and persistently leave a
trail on granite. The result was : he began to welcome me to his room. The
school remained closed two days in the week, Sundays and Thursdays. Those
days I could meet Iyengar in Sri Aurobindo's house at about 4 p.m. From 4 to
5 p.m. we would be alone conversing with each other. Our relation thus
began to ripen. After 5 we would go straight to the beach and join other friends.

Because of my friendship with Iyengar Sri Aurobindo's house appeared
to me as my own. That is why I felt no timidity or shyness to go to Iyengar's
room; whether he was at home or not, I would go there. But I never took
courage to go farther than his room; to do so seemed improper.

As I got more and more farmhar with Iyengar, the names of the mmates
of Sri Aurobindo's house came to be known to me. Only one of them is still
here. His name is Nolim1 Kanta Gupta. Of those who are no more, Bejoy
Kumar Nag was one-hus name became Vijayakantan in Tamil. In order to
escape from the clutches of the British Government he had assumed the pseudo
nym Bankim Chandra Basak. Likewise, Suresh Chandra Chakravarti was
known to the people of Pondicherry by one name alone: "Sakra". Sourindra
nath Bose went by his own name. Nagendranath Nag and Biren Roy came later
to stay in Sri Aurobindo's house.

Among the inmates Nagendranath was laid up with tuberculosis. Some
evenings when engaged in conversation with Iyengar on the verandahoutside
his room I would see Sri Aurobmndo come out fromthe back portion of the house
to the hall in front, take his seat on the same mat with the sick man, put to him
some questions and return to his room. I was lucky to have Sri Aurobindo's
Darshan in thus manner several times without going near him. At that time I
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could not speak Englishwell. On his way to the front part of the house and back
from there, Sri Aurobindo's preoccupaton seemed to be wholly with what he
had come for. He would pay little attention, as it were, to any other thing
around him. And yet, I was told, nothing could escape his notice.

During this period I requested Iyengar once or twice to introduce me to
Sri Aurobmndo. But my requests seemed to carry no weight with him.

Sri Aurobindo's birthday was drawing near-August 15, 1913. I requested
Iyengar once more. I appealed to him to take me to Sri Aurobmdo on lus birth
day. He replied, wonderful to say, ma consenting tone. I felt an immense joy.

On the I5th August Iyengar asked me to come at about 4.30 p.m. I reached
there slightly earlier. All the invitees started coming one by one from all sides.
By about 5 or 5.15 all of them had arrived. It was probably one hour
before sunset. This I surmised by the dimness of the light inside the house.

In the hall of the front portion of the house some twenty or twenty-five
banana leaves were laid out on three sides just as it is done during a marriage
feast.

As far as I can remember, no sooner was the main gate bolted from within
than Sri Aurobindo came into the hall and stood on one side; some one
garlanded him with a rose garland; all present clapped their hands and Sri
Aurobindo spoke something in English. All this I can recollect but vaguely.
This vagueness of memory is due, I suppose, to an overwhelmmg JOY and
palpitation in me on that occasion.

All of us sat down before the banana leaves as we do at a collective dmner.
I was one of the guests; with eyes full of delight I saw Sr Aurobmndo as he stood
before each banana leaf, looked at the person seated there, gently passed on to
the next and thus to the last person-meanwlule someone walking by his side
served various kinds of sweets and other preparations.

In the courtyard a big jar full of water was kept and by 1ts s1de a small
tumbler. We took some refreshments and after washmg our hands we gathered
together and kept chatting for a short while. In the meantime Sn Aurobmdo
had gone to the verandah of the middle portion of the house and sat there in a
chair kept for him before a table covered with a cloth. Evidently he was
waiting for some other item in the programme. By then it had become dark.
In each secton of the house one or two lighted hurricane-lamps were put up.
The guests took leave one by one or by twos and threes and went home.

I kept on waitmg, not knowing what to do. As soon as the guests left,
Iyengar came and toldme that three big persons, namely, Bharati, Srimvasachari,
V.V.S. Ayer, would see Sri Aurobindo to pay their respects to him. If I could
wait till they left, there would only be the inmates of the house, five or six, alone
with Sri Aurobindo. He had a mind to take me then to Sri Aurobindo. But for
that Sri Aurobindo's permiss10n was reqmred, he said finally. I nodded assent
immediately. It might have already struck seven or gone on to seven-fifteen. A
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fear lurked in me that I would be questioned at home, "Why this delay?" But
still I ventured to give my consent.

Iyengar once again asked me, "Do you intend to see Sn Aurobindo with
Bharati and others ? Or with the inmates ?" I could not make out what answer
to give. Whether 111 the mudst of Bharati and others or in the midst of the
inmates of the house Sri Aurobmndo would be the same Sri Aurobindo. I began
to revolve mmy mind how there could be any difference. A little while, it might
be less than a rmnute, I wavered in mind and replied, "When the inmates are
there."? "If so, you must wart for some time," sand Iyengar and left.

I had to wait till 8 p.m. Bharati, Srinvasachari and Ayer at the time of
gomg out of Sr Aurobmdo's house looked closely at me with a view to recognise
me. They did not expect me there so late. They at once doubted and wondered
if I had become an 1nmate of Sn Aurobindo's house. Their faces betrayed
thus mrxed feeling.

At about 8.15 p.m. Iyengar came to me and said: "You may get Sn
Aurobmndo's Darshan as you pass before his table. Go with folded hands.
But no perm1sson to speak with him. Whle passing by his right just stand
in front, stop awhile, join your hands, silently take leave of him and go home".
Iyengar's words were imprinted upon my mind.

I was soon called in. I got up and approached Sn Aurobindo's table. From
the ceiling hung a hurricane-lamp that served to dispel the darkness only
part1ally. Going round Sr1 Aurobindo by way of pradaksina I stood m h1s
presence with joined palms and made my obeisance to him. Sri Aurobindo's
eyes, it seemed, burned brighter than the lamp-hght for me; as he looked at me,
in a tnce all gloom vanished from within me, and his image was as it were
installed in the sanctum sanctorum of my being. Nothing was very clear to
me. I went behind him, stood again in front, offered my homage to hum and
not knowing whether to stay or go I staggered perplexed. Sri Aurobindo
made a gesture with his heavenly hands to one of those who stood there. A sweet
was given me once again. I felt within that he had accepted me though I did
not quite know it. I left Sn Aurobindo's house and proceeded towards my own.

When I reached home, it was 9.30 p.m. What happened at home ? What
trouble befell me ? All this is of little nnportance. Students of my age of that
time can easily imagme all the hubbub that took place in my house !

For long my heart had been in a state of suspense thinking that I might
or might not attam the goal; my life dnftmg m distress on the shoreless ocean
had somehow come to perceive the light-house. In the midst of gathermg des
pair my being had found a new life and I allowed it full freedom.

On one hand trouble at home; on the other trouble in studies. All this
did not touch me to the extent of upsetting me. At times it appeared to me as
if no relation existed between anythmg and me. There was a screen within;
all desires known to me and others unknown were outside the screen. Behind
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the screen there existed mcalculable possibilities, innumerable things happened
not withm the range of my vision. Something non-human, something strange
and bodiless had been shaping my being and consciousness. That is how I
think now.

I had been familiar with Bharati since 1910 or I9II; I had imbibed from
him, without understanding, a distaste for the old and a boundless attraction
for the new. When I look at it now even this revaluation-this mere rejection of
the past and acceptance of the new-seems to have had its originnot deep within
but meant simply a surface attraction. For the real reality was qmte different.
It was not the old or the new, it was not the snare of the old or the temptation
of the new but the openmg of something else behind or within or above that
gave form to everything and touched me profoundly without my knowmg it.

I started now frequenting Sri Aurobindo's house. My family members
knew nothing of it. I became acquainted with one or two of the 1mates
mainly Bejoy Kumar. He used to send letters twice or thrice per month by
registered post-called Poste Recommandee in French-to Chandernagore. As
intimacy with him grew, he began to send letters through me. There was no
fixed hour for this work. He used to send me at any time between 12 and 3
p.m. He ordered me not to disclose this posting of letters to anyone.

In Pondicherry there were two types of post-offices m those days : one
was French, the other British. The bundle from the French post-office would
be carriedma small hand-cart with a French pohceman escorting it. The bundle
would be secured under a seal. It would then be entrusted to the British head
post-office. Nobody was authorised to handle it until it was delrvered to the
French post-office at Chandernagore. That was [why all correspondence of
Sri Aurobindo's house would pass through the French post-office. The duty of
posting letters of Sri Aurobindo's house luckily fell upon me. Now and then,
however, the Britush Secret Police would persuade the French postal authorities
or their subordmates, and procure letters addressed to Sri Aurobindo or
those coming to V.V.S. Aiyar from Europe, open them and after scrutiny seal
them back before handing them over to the postal authorities. At least a
strong rumour was current then to this effect.

(To be continued)

AMRITA



A COMMENTARY ON THE FIRST SUKTA OF RIGVEDA

COSMIC creation is a great and sublime sacrifice. "The all-pervading Brahman
is established in the sacrifice," says the Gita. Each and every object offers itself
into this sacrificial fire. Why ? Sacrifice indicates movement, that is to say,
an ever-proceedmg course towards the greater and still greater fulfilment of
evolution. Sacrifice is bemg performed; creation has become dynamic and
presses forward with the self-sacrifice of the objects inherent in it. By self•
sacrifice one creates another form and gets in it one's larger self. The plant
has evolved from Matter; the arnmal from the plant; man from the animal, and
God wants now to manifest Himself through man by virtue of this process of
self-sacrifice. Sacrificing itself, the cloud comes down as rain. Parents sacrifice
flesh and blood to give birth to ther offspring. All these are but different forms
of this sublime sacrifice. We may quote the Gita again : "With sacrifice the
Lord of creatures of old created creatures and said : By this shall you bring
forth (frmts. or offspring), let this be your milker of desires."

It 1s the gods who are the primal powers holdmg and controlling this
sacrifice and the cosmic creation. By ms self-offering man fulfils the nature
of the gods.

What is called the sacrifice of elements outside is really Yoga in union
inside. The discipline of human life is also a sacrifice. What is the aim of such
a sacrifice ? Evolution, ascension, from the little to the vast, from suffering,
weakness and ignorance to delight, strength and knowledge. How is it possible ?
By the same self-sacrifice, self-offering, dedication and prostration. The lower
levels and baser propensities of our life must be surrendered to the higher
levels and sublimer propensities. The Katha Upanishad declares :

"Let the wise man restrain speech in his mind and mind in Self, and
knowledge in the Great-Self, and that again lethim restrain in the Self that is
at peace." (Translated by Sri Aurobndo)

The Gita too says :
"And others offer all the actions of the sense and all the actions of the

vital force into the fire of Yoga of self-control kindled by knowledge."
The innermost and the uppermost "commune" of the divine energies is

known as the gods. The aspirant will offer heart and soul and carry their prostra
tion to the "commune" of the gods. Then alone will the gods descend in him
with all their divine plenitude. The truth-seeker gives birth to the gods in his
being. Likewise the gods draw him towards them. With regard to the
mystery of this sacrifice Lord Sn Krishna proclaims :

"Foster by this the gods and let the gods foster you; fostering each other,
you shall attain to the supreme good."

Thus mutual exchange of sacrifice between man and the divine forces
leading to progression, to evolution of life, is guarded by Fire, the light and heat
that sigrnfy the power born of spiritual discipline. It is this energy that enables
the practucant to go forward on ms way of sacrifice. The aspirant offers as an
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oblation every limb of his being into this energy of spiritual practice which in
its turn carries the self-offering of the aspirant to his divinity, and continues
to work for its establishment; that is why Fire is the offerer. Fire is also called
the earner, for he brings down the divine powers into the aspirant and carries
him up into their region. Thus work Fire has undertaken to perform without
the least violation of the rhythm of Truth day after day through the evolutionary
process. Hence he is called the priest. The priest is he who knows the proper
time for the performance of the seasonal sacrifices. The energy born of spiritual
practice too has the spontaneous tendency to determine the spiritual course
of the practicant. The Fire of spmtual discipline burns up all the dross
contamed in the receptacle of the aspirant making himmore capable and bring
ing down into him the divine power, knowledge and bliss-complete success.
The power of Fire is no other than the dynamis of the Divine vision, the activity
born of direct realisation (kavi kratu); therefore Fire is called the protecting
power of Truth (gopam rtasya). The status that forms the habitat of the
vast, the unmanifested and the manifested Truth, the fourth order beyond the
ordinarily known three states, z., the waking state, the dream state and the
dreamless sound sleep : this indeed is swarloka, the real home of the Fire
god and all the other gods (swadhama). It is here that the gods reign supreme
in their own real form, m their true nature. But, then, every god has his assigned
field of activity here on earth through some suitable subtle embodunent. The
seat of Fire, his field of action, is the earth, the gross sheath. The Energy of
spiritual d1sciplme first possesses the practicant in his body, the body-conscious
ness; and gradually with the help of the other gods this Fire-god leads hmm to the
vital region and then to the sphere of the mind, thence to the Supermind, the
fourth heaven. Each god represents the divine embodiment of the special
virtue of a particular region or level. But Fire is the foremost God, and the
aspirant who wants to have an access to the secrets of spiritual practice and is
eager to progress must become a worshipper of Fire (angira).

Tlns Sukta (the word literally means "well spoken", the faultless speech,
the infallible words of the seasoned seer of Truth) can be divided mto three
parts called Rks in accordance with the special differences in the current of
thoughts. The first three Riks deal with the theme : Who is Fire, what are his
partuculars, name and form ? The second three deal with the subject : What is
Fire, what his virtues, nature and innate tendencies ? The third group describes
the relationslnp between Fire and the aspirant m the matter of spmtual practice,
the holy sacrifice. The Mantras are composed m the metre called Gayatri,
wlnch too has three feet. Thus every Rik too has three metrical divisions.

NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated by Chinmoy from the original Bengali.)



THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH LITERATURE OVERSEAS

An Address delivered at the Open Session of the Commonwealth
Conference on the Teachung of Englsh Laterature, held an Cambrdge,

1962.

(Contrnued from the last issue )

THE extra benefit which developing countries derive from a study of English
literature Dr. Holloway traces to the impact of the structure and conditions
of a "modemwestern society?'. I am inclined to a gree wIthhmm in some measure
on this point. In the first place, English literature is remarkable not only for
the personal but also the impersonal exercise of language. Burke, Gibbon and
Darwin present the facts and ideas of political philosophy, history and science
in a language which is as striking for its precision as for its grace, energy or
imaginative colour. A study of such historical and scientific prose is very
helpful to literary evolution in developing countries. Their creative literatures
are flowering beautifully today. It is their "applied" literatures that need to
be stimulated now. Our science students have yet to realise that their task 1s
not merely to handle test tubes and telescopes well but to give in their own
language a competent and engaging account of what they achieve with these
instruments. These and other students have also to distinguish genuine artistic
beauty from the false glitter of chche-ridden passages like the one quoted by
Mr. L. D. Lerner in his English Literature: An Interpretation for Students
Abroad : (p.16): "My friends, let us explore all avenues before we abandon
our last ray of hope. The hand of doom is upon us. We are in the very jaws
of death, and must beware of the snake in the grass. Let us not jump from
the frying pan into the fire. If we keep a stiff upper hp we need not fear what
the future will hold. We are on the ladder of progress. The cup of fortune
1s wIthun our grasp. The flood-tide of freedom 1s flowing, and the fruits of
progress are ripe for plucking."
The Afro-Asian will find the study of English literature fascinating from

another pomt of view-the evolution of modern literary art-forms. Half the
glory of the Indian Renaissance, for example, consists in the assimlaton of
modem literary forms like the Novel, Biography, Autobiography, the Lyne
with all its enchanting subd1V1sions, the Short Story, the Personal Essay and
the like for well over a century and a half. Even recent art-forms like the stream
of consciousness novel and the modern1st lyric have been assimilated and used
with remarkable power and originality. The Afro-Asian has his own tradition
or epics and romances, songs and plays and sociological and philosophic prose.
But modern art-forms are-if I may use a Marxist term without subscribmg
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to its Marxist context-bourgeois forms and new to the Afro-Asian. These
are new to hum because the twilight of feudalism lingered for a longer time
in his part of the world than in Europe. He has therefore to be grateful to the
West for this contribution towards the literary evolution in his own country.
A survey of these art-forms gives him a clear insight into their technique and
development and is bound to be of immense value.

The impact of important political events on English literature is of great
interest to the Afro-Asian for a similar reason. The literary development 1n

Asia and mn Europe was more or less on a par till about the middle of the 16th
century when Queen Elizabeth ruled over England and Akbar over India.
The middle class emerges as a reckonable power about this time in Europe.
We have had several Reformations in Asia but one major Renaissance promot
mg the secular outlook of the common man as a result of the western impact on
Afro-Asian society. A study of the Renaissance, the French Revolution and the
Industrial Revolution and their impact on English literature is bound to be
instructive to the Afro-Asian because it is these events which separate the
modern world from the old world which held him longer in its grip. Africa and
Asia are in the midst of an industrial revolution today. Goldsmith's The Deserted
Village which saw the collapse of civilisation in the rise of industrialism holds
a far more vivid meaning for the Afro-Asian today than for the student in
Britam. The fervent opposition of Wordsworth and Ruskin to the introduction
of the railways will, for a similar reason, be understood more sympathetically
in certain parts of Africa at the present moment than in Great Bntam. Writings
like Burke's speeches on India and America and on the French Revolution,
Wordsworth's The Prelude, Shelley's Prometheus Unbound, Dickens' A Tale of
Two Cities, Carlyle's The French Revoluton and Ruskun's Unto This Last and
The Crown of Wld Olive will appeal to him in a special way, apart from their
abiding literary interest.

The manner in wlnch English literature mirrors the gradual evolution of
British society from its feudal to its bourgeois form and then to a Welfare State
is sure to fascinate the student in Africa and Asia. The emerging middle class
is seen in Chaucer's Host and Franklin and other portraits of common men in
The Prologue. The Near and Middle East have plenty of their own Faerie
Queene stuff. But even the glorification of national history in Shakespeare's
chronicle plays came as a revelation to Indians a hundred years ago. The Eng
land of Queen Anne yields an even more interesting picture. That was the
time when the urbanisation of culture that preceded the great Industrial Re
volution was taking place. Coffee houses had sprung up in London and men of
letters were just emerging from their garrets. I still remember vividly how, as
I sat reading in the Bodleian The Tatler, The Spectator, The Citizen of the World
and The Rambler for my tutorials at Oxford twenty-five years ago, this London
sprang to life before my very eyes 1n place of the 20th century London that I
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had been seeing. It remindedme of a similar transformation that had come over
Indian society. The domngs of Sir Roger De Coverley mn town are stull enacted
in every Indian city when a village squre or jagrdar visits it. Our Sir Andrew
Freeports are multiplying fast and promoting both the prosperity and the
phlistin1sm of the land. When in I 947 the partition of India was in the air
and the Ind1an National Congress and the Muslim League were contending
with each other for victory, I won a pr1ze announced for the best letter of the
week by The Illustrated Weekly of India by quoting the folldwing lines from
Addison's essay on Party Government under the caption "Addison Come to
Judgement" : "There cannot a greater judgment befall a country than such a
dreadful spirit of division as rends a government into two distinct people, and
makes them greater strangers and more averse to one another, than if they were
actually two different nations. The effects of such a division are pernicious to
the last degree, not only with regard to those advantages which they give the
common enemy, but to those private evils which they produce in the heart of
almost every particular person. This influence is very fatal both to men's
morals and their understandings; it sinks the virtue of a nation, and not only so,
but destroys even common sense."

Dr. Johnson's letter to Lord Chesterfield regarding the dedication of his
great Dict1onary, the glorification of the feudal past 1n Scott's historical novels
and the dissection of pre-industrial middle-class preoccupations in Jane Austen
had the warmth and freshness of contemporary life itself for Indians towards
the close of the I9th century. The reverberations oflabour unrest in Charlotte
Bronte's Shurley had the poignancy of real life. The revival of folk ballads
brought about by Percy's Relques and the folk refrains of Burns' songs had
a remarkable impact on Indian literature. A conscious cultivation of the oral
literary past gave a new direction to the literature m India. Scholars have been
busy for several years collecting proverbs, folk tales, ballads and songs in each
part of the country.

Industrial society m the West is now evolving mto the Atomic Age and the
Age of Space Travel. The literature which reflects these new pressures and
problems is sure to interest the Afro-Asian as something that 1s already mn the
offing, that may break m on him tomorrow if not today. The ent1re globe is
involved in the repercussions of these tremendous events, and it is stimulating
for him to read works like H.G.Wells' The Shape of Things to Come, T.S.Eliot's
The Waste Land, Aldous Huxley's Brave New World and Ape and Essence and
George Orwell's Nneteen Eghty-four.

The impact of great movements of thought on literature is another fasci
nating aspect of literary study. An examination of major and minor works of
art with a view to discovering the way in which a movement of the human
spmt permeates the literature of a period is indeed a rewarding experience. The
student is thrilled to perceive the consangumity of outlook that distinguishes
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the writers of the blossoming period of the Renaissance, its ripeness and de
cadence. The impact of German transcendentalism-ultimately traceable to
Indian thought-which is such a powerful factor m the Romanticism of the
early 19th century and the influence of Karl Marx and Freud on recent English
literature can be studied with great profit by students 1n developing countries.

The spiritual evolution of writers like Shakespeare, Shelley and Keats 1s
another mteresting branch of literary study. Their rapid transformations of
outlook and the material in the form of letters and of critical analyses which
facilitates such study can grve to the reader a wonderful insight into the formation
and evolution of the aesthetic personality. We have in India a great deal of
literature about the psychology of Art but not the psychological evolution of
individual artists. I would recommend to young students in India with a
poetical bent of mind a book hke Middleton Murry'sKeats and Shakespeare
more than any book on aesthetics or on principles of criticism. It is rewarding
to study how even the evolution of lrvmng poets like T.S.Eliot is X-rayed with
great interest and fidelity by critics. Our own Tagoriana is growing. But
modern English literature can provide us with a rich variety of literary
portraits.

But it is good to remember that the psychological approach should usually
be supplemented by the sociological. I remember an English critic wondering
whether Irish poets lke W.B.Yeats and A.E. wore any clothes at all-their
early poetry was so ethereal and so full of angelic wings. Had the critic been
acquainted with them, he would have realised that it is possible to dress oneself
and eat one's breakfast and hear the sound of angels' wings at the same time.
On the eve of my departure from Poona to Oxford, at a farewell meetmg I
spoke so feelingly about my desire to bring home with me a handful of dust
from Shelley's birthplace that a young friend of mine actually presented to me
a fine casket in which to treasure this handful of dust. But other influences
prevailed on me when I set my foot on English soil. I realised that the political
and industrial glory of England was at least as great as the glory of Shelley's
poetry. I felt that the primary duty of an Indian then was not to bother about
a handful of dust from the birthplaces of poets but to lend a helping hand to
free his mother country from an alen yoke. I returned home with an empty
casket and lectured to my friend on the need to industrialise India. Having
hved in England for some time I learnt to appreciate Dryden and Pope, whose
poetry I had abhorred. Now that I am back in England again, though in this
other place, and participating in this Conference as a citizen of the Indian
Republic, I hope to fulfil my long-cherished dream and return home with a
casketful of dust from Shelley's birthplace.

(To be continued)
V.K. Gokak



THEY GATHERED

THEY gathered in unholy congregation

And mocked and whispered and jeered

While, smug in their goodness,

The good watched and waited,

And I stood alone, unbelieving.

They pointed their fingers at me,

Foul-smelling fingers dipped in other people's sms,

Hungry, grasping, lustmg for the kill ,

They closed on me with ghoulish cries,

Whtle I stood alone, wondering.

They surrounded me in gloating expectancy.

But suddenly, She-the one Beloved ofmy heart

Reached out Her hand and tore the veil,

Wakmg my eyes wide open to Her Glory,

And I stood calm, ungneving.

They were still there in unholy congregation,

But I saw them not-the vulture hordes,

Only vamn black shadows dwindling in Her radiance

And in the whole wide wondrous world

I was alone with the Alone, delighting.
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I DRAGGED MY DESIRES...

...ALONG a dream street,
A blue facade
Angular butldings
Windowless,
Yet the blank walls knew
The walkers on the grey-yellow pavmg.

The street bent and rolled
Back and on and mto myself.

A dusk-crimson wraith
Descended-
Slowly waltzed
On retinas,

Jade green hands
Emerged from mind,
Reached the wraith
And the red mist
Danced through the fingers

And I left.
The street curled
Into a hidden recess
Atop a giant blue gum-tree
Swarming with manic mantis
Heads switching
A-twist with blood.

I dragged my desire-soul...

. Through spinning circles of rice-green light,
Clockwise, anti-clockwise,
Triangles
Of a lightening purple.
My eyes cleared,
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My mind cleared
Thrusting aside the floating blocks of turquoise grey
I moved into light,
A burning haze of light
In amethyst ...
All that I possessed was a new idea of broken destiny :

I remembered the slow lingering
Of the moon's embrace with earth,
A white rose greeting the dew
Of the first morning
And a dragonfly
Freshly spun with fire ...

ANURAKTA (TONY SCOTT)

FREEDOM

KNOT upon knot circled my faithful heart
Racking soul's white transparency; a false
Instancy kept me prisoner of blind calls.

Submitted to God's word, I suffered smart,
Hour on cross-hour, victim of tortures' dart.

"Not in world's push and pull is freedom. Rise
Above the turbulent shackles; short way, wise,

Keen-flamed, of faith is freedom's secret art !

Uncover the diamond dazzle of thy soul,
Mingled in mean confusion of life's mud;

Allurements, hatreds, both must sink down whole,
Raise thyself far beyond the earth-crazy crowd.

Ignite thy sacred flame and bum each flaw.
Rapt, victor, noise-free, to My Truth-Sun draw."

HAR KRISHAN SINGH



MAHAMAYA

SEATED at the mute centre of my soul
Who art thou, Empress? Even the mightiest dream
Has failed to see thy mystery and magic roll
On the cosmic scene. 0 kiss me not, Supreme,
If thy endless ages kissed not the divine !
Clasp me not to thy breast, if its flower-grace
Be not like flowers of paradise ! Dearest mine,
Open love's sea where, melted, thy heart plays
In a grand symphony to change the faith
Of mortal life. Mahamaya, be unfurled
To embrace each sullen soul, for I see thy breath
Of love and pass1on as the rapid pulse of thus world.

I am the traveller of the sorrowful road of time,
I am the man who seeks the seeds of Bliss,
I am the spirit who digs his heart for truth sublime
And a VlSlble world of Beauty, Light and Peace
As the home of happy solitude. This earth
Is charmed by thy lucent eyes and smtle unseen,
Enchanted by thy mystic harmony's mirth.
O thou sole Wonder, sweet invisible Queen
Of all humanity, shine out through thy veil,
Give me the secret key to thy path serene,
Enrich my dream of love ! Let me not fad,
Elusive One, to find the luminous world within.

SRIJIT
(with K.D.S.)



THOUGHTS

A GOOD number of people are there collected in Pondicherry. What are all of
you doing there ?

We till the fields, drive the ploughshares.
Indeed?
Of course!
What crops do you cultivate ?
All the good and beautiful spiritual verities that can grow m the field

of a human body.
Is 1t so?
Yes, it is so. You can say we are domg sadhana, you can say we are tilling

the fields, 1t is one and the same thing.
What made you select Pondicherry for that ?
Because here lives a cultivator, an all-round expert, a man unique in

experience of his vocation. Moreover he delights in turning us also into experts
in all the pros and cons of cultivation. He enjoys sharing out to us all the crops
we have reaped by our labours.

k
kk

GIRDHARLAL

(Translated nto Englsh from the author's Gujarati book "Uparama")
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THE SONG AND THE SNAKES

THOSE were the days when there used to be only a few sadhaks in the Ashram.
Continuously for more than a year, snakes, big and small, used to come to my
house; even elsewhere they would come my way. I do not know how and from
where they would appear. I had then no alternative but to kill them. I was
very much troubled by them and did not know how to get rid of them.

One day as I killed a snake, a voice came to me, "First you are calling
and then killing us ?" It looked strange to me how I could be calling them.
On the contrary I was feeling more and more troubled by them.

Another day someone in my house caught a snake and put it in a bottle.
Aftera couple ofdays, it sloughed a very nice skin. The person who had caught it
presented the skin to Sri Aurobindo. The same day I also told Sri Aurobindo
about my having heard that voice. In fact I gave him the whole tale of
snakes appearing in my house. He replied that I might be calling them by my
songs and songs are very pleasing to snakes. Indeed I was singing songs very
often when in a free and joyful mood. One of the songs was in praise of Sri
Krishna recalling that episode of his in which he had killed the many-headed
serpent in the Yamuna.

I informed Sri Aurobindo all about it. He replied that when I was singing
that song my psychic bemg, the true soul, responded. It came very much to
the front and because of its power 1t was attracting the snakes to listen to my
song. But 1f I stopped singing that song, the snakes would not come to me any
more.

I stopped singing that song, the song which I had been accustomed to hum
since my very childhood, and I was not troubled by any snake thereafter.

RAMBAI

Reported by HAR KRISHAN SINGH
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THE LIFE DIVINE OF SRI AUROBINDO :
ITS LEADING PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS

(Classified Excerpts)

Section VI-The Nature of the Soul.

(r) PURUSHA OR CONSCIOUS SOUL

BEHIND, even in our terrestrial being, there 1s this other, subconscious or
subliminal to us, which knows itself as more than the body and is capable of a
less materialised action. To this we owe immediately most of the larger, deeper
and more forceful dynamic action of our surface mind; this, when we become
conscious of it or of its impress on us, is our first idea or our first realisation of
a soul or inner being, Purusha.1

As the aspect of Self is in its essential character transcendental even when
involved and identified with its universal and individual becomings, so the
Purusha aspect is characteristically universal-individual and intimately connec
ted with Nature even when separated from her. For this conscious Spirit while
retaining its impersonality and etermty, its universality, puts on at the same
time a more personal aspect; it is the impersonal-personal being in Nature
from whom it is not altogether detached, for it is always coupled with
her : Nature acts for the Purusha and by its sanction, for its will and pleasure;
the Conscious Bemng imparts its consciousness to the Energy we call Nature,
receives mn that consciousness her workmgs as in a mirror, accepts the forms
which she, the executive cosmic Force, creates and imposes on it, gives or
withdraws its sanct10n from her movements. The experience of Purusha
Prakriti, the Spirit or Conscious Being in its relaton to Nature, is of immense
pragmatic importance; for on these relations the whole play of the consciousness
depends in the embodied being. 2

In a phenomenal universe so created, the separative form becomes the
foundat10n and the starting-point of all its life action; therefore the individual
Purusha in working out its cosmic relations with the One has in this physical
world to base himself upon the form, to assume a body; 1t is the body that he
must make hus own foundation and the starting-point for his development of
the life and mind and spirit in the physical existence.3
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... the spirit, Purusha is one but it adapts itself to the formations of
Nature. Over each grade of our being a power of the Spirit presides; we
have within us and discover when we go deep enough inwards a mind-self, a
life-self, a physical self; there is a being of mind, a mental Purusha, expressing
something of itself on our surface in the thoughts, perceptions, activities of our
mind nature, a being of life which expresses something of itself in the
impulses, feelings, sensations, desires, external life activities of our vital nature,
a physical being, a being of the body which expresses something of itself in
the instincts, habits, formulated activities of our physical nature.

(ii) CONSCIOUS BEING

Is not this after all the perfectly natural and simple mystery of Conscious
Being that It is bound neither by its unity nor by its multiplicity ? It is "ab
solute" in the sense of being entirely free to include and arrange in Its own
way all possible terms of Its self-expression. There is none bound, none freed,
none seeking to be free,-for always That is a perfect freedom. It is so free
that it is not even bound by its liberty. It can play at being bound without in
curring a real bondage. Its chain is a self-imposed convention, Its limitation in
the ego a transitional device that it uses in order to repeat its transcendence
and universality in the scheme of the individual Brahman. 5

We have then the manifestation of the divine Conscious Being in the
totality of physical Nature as the foundation of human existence in the matenal
universe. We have the emergence of that Conscious Being in an involved and
inevitably evolving Life, Mindand Supermind as the condition of our activities;
for it is this evolution which has enabled man to appear in matter and it is this
evolution which will enable him progressively to manifest God in the body,
-the universal Incarnation.6

The Conscious Being, Purusha, is the Self as originator, witness, support
and lord and enjoyer of the forms and works of Nature.7

(iii) JIVATMAN OR CONSCIOUS-SELF

In the second poise of the Supermind the Divine Consciousness stands
back in the idea from the movement which it contains, realising it by a sort
of apprehending Consciousness, following it, occupying and inhabiting its
works, seeming to distribute itself in its forms. In each name and form it would
realise itself as the stable Conscious-Self, the same in all, but also 1t would
realise itself as a concentration of Conscious-Self following and supporting the
individual play of movement and upholding its differentiation from the other
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play of movement,-the same everywhere in soul-essence, but varying in
soul-form. This concentration supporting the soul-form would be the indi
vidual Divine or Jivatman as distinguished from the universal Divine or one
all-constituting self. There would be no essential difference, but only a practical
differentiation for the play which would not abrogate the real unity. The uru
versal Divine would know all soul-forms as itself and yet establish a different
relation with each separately and in each with all the others. The 1drvidual
DIvIne would envisage its existence as a soul-form and soul-movement of the
One and, while by the comprehending action of Consciousness it would enjoy
its uruty with the One and with all soul-forms, it would also by a forward or
frontal apprehending action support and enjoy its mdividual movement and
its relations ofa free difference in unity both with the One andwith all its forms.8

( To be continued )

Compiled by NATHANIEL PEARSON
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE WORLD ?

How a philosopher may look at the question

"OUR d1stressed generation 1s obscurely aware that the present crisis 1s a spiritual
one and what we need is a healing of the discord between the outward resources
of power, which are assummg frightful proportions and the mward resources
of spirit which seem to be steadily declining," said Dr. Radhakrishnan, a repre
sentative philosopher of the east and a "philosopher king" of India, at the
Columbia University in the city ofNew York. Obviously he hinted at something
wrong, maybe at a lag, maybe at a wrong emphasis or an over-emphasis on one
of the aspects of life. The Uruted States of America, a land of plenty and the
paradise of the brave pioneer, very hkely lacks something or at least has
betrayed an inadequacy of emphasis on the other aspect of life.

This might sound pessimistic but an mutial pessimism has down the ages,
enabled man to examine where he is wrong or where he stands after centuries of
effort in a particular direct1on. "What's wrong with the world ?" is the ques
tion of the hour, because the progress of civilisation mankind has achieved in
the few centuries past has not led to happmess in the true sense of the term.
These centuries of effort in one direction has yielded many thmgs; time and
distance have been conquered, a lot has been done for material well-bemng,
diseases and epidemics have been brought under control, education has spread
and has been spreading, Science as a dominating variable-mn health, industry,
education and even religion-has vitally affected man's mental constrtu
tion and his social institutions. Predommance of the utilitarian and prag
matic attitude of mind has made truth a means of action rather than an ideal
for contemplat10n for its own sake. Knowledge of the environment in its phy
s1cal aspect has been utilised as a power, and more of knowledge has brought
more of power. The Realist approach to knowledge as opposed to the Idealist
has led to scientific and technological advancement wh1ch, 1n turn, has generated
certain evils, like standard1saton, concentration of power 1n a few hands, spec1a
lisation, isolation, conflict of mnterests, a certam amount of confus1on and a host
of other pathological states of society. These result from conflict between
technological innovatlons, and the consequent new modes of living, and the age
old empirically grounded ideas, dogmas or faiths. Consequently while the
individual enjoys an easy and comfortable life, he is confused, feels insecure
and mferior. Changes in material progress outstrip those in non-material. Even
1f we res1st the temptations for an exaggeraton of the maladies, we cannot
ignore the mamfestatlon of certain pathological symptoms of society. Insecurity
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and mfenonty of the common man resulting from the all-pervasive lag are at
the root of a keen cry for a holtday for science, a challenge to science from
common sense and from reason. Obviously reason is set against reason resultmg
1n a negative reaction agamst science from the class1cal Romanticists and conser
vatrve Economists highlighting a number of other evils of the one-sided cultiva
tion of science. But the question of inhibiting man's scientific pursurt does not
arise; the pursuit will survive by virtue of its inevitability and will continue to
be a dommant social institution.

The thinking man carefully evaluates science and its applications and
finds the strangle-hold science and technology have on man. One wonders at
the lack of the scientfc attitude of mind in spite of a lot of knowledge, wh1ch
goes by the name of science. Man has become a slave to his own innovations
and invent10ns, which are essential for the so-called higher standard of livmg.
Machmes, which men make, make men machines, till they are afraid of their
own machmes. By an mev1table reaction to a constant process of stimulation
from the environment, discover1es and therefore new powers come to man
for an effective harnessing of the universe. The relative ease with which the ex
ternal world 1s studied and controlled brings a feeling of success and glory,
and the glamours of modern civilisation, obviously a contribution of science and
technology, blur his inner vision. As a result he might have understood and
controlled a substantial portion of the world around, but he does not know what
lies under the up of his nose. Statements like "Know thyself" still stand un
realised mottoes. The senses are given a higher place and reason in the true sense
of the term is often lost sight of. "The eyes and the ears are bad witnesses,"
said Heraclitus, the ancient Greek philosopher, "when they are at the service
of minds that lack reason." Reason, in the true sense of the term, is inward
onented. The essence of science, the scientific attitude of mind, as the product
of mature reason and the basis of all wisdom, is being missed. The glamour of
outward achievements outstrips the glow of inner personality excellences.
This extraverted outlook of the so-called age of science has resulted in a one
sided advancement of knowledge, that of the external world. The potentialities
of personality excellences and the admiration of the higher values of life do not
get a chance of manifesting themselves. The geniuses among the votanes of
science are admired for the additional power they bring to man through patient
labour whle their personality excellences are conveniently ignored. Discoveries
and inventions come to power-intoxicated makers of the community's destiny
and, as the adequate mental excellences are not there, these are more often abused
than not. The powerless discoverer and inventor look askance at and very
often repent the creations of their own genius. Harnessing matter has gone
ahead; lfe and its problems still await solution. This, in brief, characterises the
modern age-an age of catastrophe of the worst order, a perceptible poverty
of the spr1t, mn spite of the triumph of the senses.
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We of the present-day world are at the threshold of a new era slowly ap
proachmg, an age of self-scepticism and self-examination. What is, after all,
that power, which does not promote inner security, freedom from conflict,
freedom from inner forces of disintegration, peace and tranquillity? The tre
mendous materialistic power in the hands of people who do not see things with
the eye of reason and cannot control themselves has been viewed with a certain
amount of suspicion, and the revolt of alert and thinking minds all over the
world is occasionally m eviderice. The climax of extravers1on is well m sight.
The cnsis is expressed in the followmg words by an administrator.

On the eve of America's unsuccessful attempt to launch a Spaceship some
time in January this year, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Carl T.
Rowon, a Negro and the only Negro in the Cabinet of President Kennedy,
said, "We are about to hurtle a man into orbit around the earth and we still
can't send a mixed busload of white and negro students to the Mississipi.
What profits 1t 1f we harness the universe and can't harness the pass1ons
and prejudices and petty fears that have brought somuch ofmisery to so much
ofhumanity?" The space between planet and planet may, in the reasonably
foreseeable future, be controlled but is it not a fact that here on earth, on
our planet, the space between man and man, between race and race and
between country and country is yet to be brought under control ? The
Union of SouthAfrica stands as a glaring example ofman's failure in this regard.
The argument which Portugal kept advancing through all these years to claim
Goa as part of her territory was yet another example of the unscientific attitude
of mmnd though she has probably a lot of science and technology and these
are very likely much more advanced than they are in India. Examples can
be multiplied to any length.

The worst aspect of modern scientific knowledge is that it has been utilised
as an instrument 1n promoting greed and avarice mn those to whom this know
ledge passes. It has not produced humility, the outstandmg personality trait
of the knowing man. It has produced pnde and aggression, characteristic of a
conqueror. Yet another prominent characteristic of the age of Science is availabi
luty of too much of knowledge of the external world and too many ideas without
adequate assimilation and integration, too much of wealth, as it were, in the
hands of ill-equipped and ill-prepared men. We are still in the ox-cart age so
far as the scientific utilisation of human resources 1s concerned. Our failure to
learn about ourselves and the fundamental ways mn which we differ from one
another has resulted in increased intolerance and bigotry. But science must
go on and the course of civilisation is irreversible. While those who have already
reached the peak of science and technology may shift the emphasis to the other
variable, those who are now going the way the townsmen have gone should learn
from the mistakes of their forerunners and effect a reconcliat1on from now on
between the two variables. There 1s ample room for mutual grve-and-take.
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The crymg need of the hour is, therefore, a correct approach to science
and a shift of emphasis. Indications of a positive approach in thus regard are
already there. Positively there should be a proper approach to what may be
called social engineering, the proper application of science in its methods and
findings to problems of human adjustment. The division and isolation of science
have to be minimised. The unhealthymfluence of power politics has to be nega
tived. Science is to be applied more seriously and m a more practical way to
the problem of how human beings can get along together. The understanding
and control of human nature has to be emphasised. An applied branch of
General Science, designated as "Humanics", may with profit be cultivated by
poolmg together the results of the different branches of science. The age-old
precepts of religion may not help because the prevailing attitude is different.

It does not necessarily mean that along with the progress of physical
science no attention was paid to other aspects of human life. Whenever there
has been in the course of the evolution of human thought an over-emphasis on
the material and sensate type of man's adaptation, there has been an age of self
scepticism, leading to a shift of emphasis and a rev1s1on of the approach
to life and 1ts problems. Control of conditions, objectivity of outlook and
comprehensiveness of knowledge are basic to a scientific approach and
the predominant love and inclination for science can be utilised for the
betterment ofman's lot on earth. Efforts should be made to develop the scientific
attitude of mind along with the acquisition of scientific knowledge. The child
of today has a much richer heritage, but without the cultivation of an unbiassed
attitude of mind, all this is bound to be used in promoting intolerance, greed
and selfishness. If men in power, for instance, could develop this essence of
science, the only form of diplomacy between nation and nation and mn the world
orgamsation standmg as a symbol of our efforts at achievmg the one-world order
must mean free, plam and above-the-board discussions and negotiations. Nego
tiations and discussions, hke quarrels and feuds, need at least two human bemgs
and if the two are mentally wide apart, they do not and cannot meet at a pomt.
Therefore, the high-sounding words of diplomacy and diplomatic relations
stand not for reason, objective and scientific, but for what may be called 1rra
tional rationalising, and success is measured by the extent to which one can
hoodwmk and deceive the other. Discussions of world problems at the inter
national forum, the basis of our conception of one world and one humanity,
demonstrate this cleverness at hide-and-seek. Rejectmg anything that is old and
not demonstrable, mdicative of another attitude of mmnd not necessarily born of
science, has done incalculable harm by throwing to the winds the age-old prin
ciple of wisdom, "A limit to experience is not a hmit to reality." Human adjust
ment between man and man in every-day life and between nation and nat10n
depends on a certam amount of loss of ground by the contending mdividuals and
nations, a but of sacrifice or negaton of the ego, and an impartial scientific
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attitude 1s possible when thus preparedness 1s there. Is it necessary to
elaborate the basic determmant of what we have chosen to call "the Cold
War" ? Science has been utilised to obtain more power by harnessing
the forces of nature but man has not been able to· harness the power that
humamty would gain by collective will and collective endeavour. Knowledge
gained by the ceaseless toil of the genruses in any country has been so far
treated as the acquired property of that country whereas knowledge knows
no bounds and all that has been acquired down the ages has added to the
common heritage of man. Can we categorise knowledge as Indian, Chmese,
Russian, American, etc., and yet have we not done so ?

Hence the age of crisis-the crrs1s of knowledge, of science and technology
-requires a re-orientation of the entire ideal and spmt of education
towards 'man-making' more than towards mere dissemmation of mformat10n.
Standardisation, though indispensable to a certamn extent, is not mevitable.
Standardisation mn med1cmne, for instance, is fast bemg replaced by a
psycho-somatic approach to the mdrvidual. Man defies all formulae smnce he is
not a mere physico-chemical total. A psycho-technological approach in the
fields of production has, of late, yielded good results and a similar approach
may be made in the field of administration in general. Endocrmology and
Bio-chemistry can go a long way 1n controlling the emotional and tempera
mental angularities of man. The high-strung personality of the politician, who
somehow gets his opimon accepted as the opimon of the masses he represents,
has to be tempered with an impartial objective attitude of the mind to local,
national and international problems. This is the directive 'of the age of science
and all efforts have to be made at the promotion of this attitude on all fronts.

Mankmnd has nothing, however, to be sorry for. Civilisation has been the
end-result of a veritable tr1al-and-error process. What 1s needed 1s an appl1ca
tion of the techmque, which has delivered the goods mn one sphere, to other
spheres of life in the same process of tr1al-and-error. Thus 1s possible only 1f
the will to make an effort, honest and sincere, is there. The golden opportumty
whichman has in this age of science has to be utilised in tacklmg problems which
arise m other phases of life. Let me close by quotmg the great thinker withwhom
I began. In one of his speeches he said, "If we fail to overcome the discord
between power and spmt, we will be destroyed by the forces which we had the
knowledge to create but not the wisdom to control. Survval demands a change
in the spirit of our lives." Let a new unity of all mankind be born out of the
anguish of our times, because the history of man's civilisation has been a record
of his wrong moves and failures and also of twists of circumstances wh1ch
showed the light.

D. MISRA



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE

Sri Aurobindo on Social Sciences and Humanities for the New Age
ByKewal L. Motwan. Orient Longmans. Rs. 5.00.

IN a graceful dedication to the Mother, Sn1 Aurobindo and the 1mates of the
Ashram, Prof. Motwan1 makes an offermg of ms anthology of extracts from the
writings of the Master.

The author relates the story of the ongm of the work durmg his stay in the
Ashram (1948-50):

"The idea of brmgmg together Sri Aurobindo's statements on various
Social Sciences and Humanities and publishing them in book-form has an
interestmg history and will bear a brief statement. It arose out of my placmg
before himmy scheme for an Indian Academy of Social Sciences and an expres
sion of a hope that he may deign to come out of ms retirement, address the
first session of the proposed Academy which may be convened at Pondicherry,
and grve to rt hus benediction, accompanied by a Charter of Social Sciences for
the New Age. The scheme for the Academy received his approval while my
wish for the Charter was granted m an md1rect way. I was led, ostensibly by
accident, to look for Sri Aurobindo's statements on these subjects mn his writings.
An eager and searching scrutmy of the pages ofms various books and of the Arya,
contamnmg his numerous writing stull mn the serial form, revealed a wealth of
material that satisfied my yearnmg for an authentic statement, from the Indian
pomt of view, that could lend support to my solitary efforts, then extendmg
over many years, mn thus much neglected field of thought. The preparation of
the book, therefore, became a joyous adventure, and I am glad and grateful to
record that both the manuscript and its publication in book-form received Sri
Aurobmdo's approval.

"Indeed, he very graciously had the manuscript read out to rum, made a
few corrections and suggested comparisonwith the originals in the Arya, which
was, of course, readily done. The book is published as it was submitted to him
in manuscript form, except that a few excerpts have been divided mto parts
and appropriate headings have been given to faclrtate reference."

Humility is rarely mamfest m the fecund field of academic egotism. Per
haps only mn Ind1awould a leading scholar (Prof. Motwam 1s Head of the Depart
ment of Post-Graduate Studies and Research m Sociology, University of
Jabalpur) turn so readily to the Divine for counsel and inspiration. In so doing
he has avoided the plague of contemporary literature, the mania for the 'Digest'
and the subsequent emasculatlon of the originals. The excerpts published here
are lengthy and judiciously selected.

It 1s to be regretted, however, that Prof. Motwam's publishers and proof
readers have not served Sr Aurobmndo's text with fidelity. In a book of only
one hundred and eighty-seven pages there are more than two hundred and
fifty typographical errors. These range through distortions of punctuation,
scrambled type, omitted phrases and drastic re-paragraphmg
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Moreover, Prof. Motwani's introductory intention to trace the original pas
sages from the Arya to their correct position in the published works of Sn
Aurobindo has somewhere along the line been short-circuited. Several excerpts
remain with only the Arya references. This will be more than merely
frustrating to the reader who wishes to follow the quotation to its source since,
1n the publication mn book-form, Sri Aurobindo often effected drastic rev1s1ons
and clanfications.

These techmcal faults are the only flaws in an immensely valuable introduc
tion to Sri Aurobindo's writings. Of those writings in their plenitude, Prof.
Motwani correctly states :

"For the vast abundance of material, profundity of thought, sublimity
of expression, and for the glory and majesty of its soul-vision, Sr Aurobmndo's
contribution remains unequalled in the history of human creative effort in both
the East and the West."

To all those aspiring to a New Age for man this book is required reading,
and alert educationalists will see in it an invaluable text book and supplementary
reference for all levels from the Secondary upwards.

AUSTIN

Vrittanta (Chronique), a poem by the Nobel Laureate French poet, Saint
John Perse, translated into Bengali by Prithwindranath Mukhopadhyaya.
Published by Prafulla Chandra Das, Cuttack-2, Orissa. Pages 44, pr1ce 1.50.

Saint-John Perse, according to some competent critics, is a rising star,
shedding a prophetic light on the world of modern poetry. He reminds me
of Whitman, and perhaps more of Edward Carpenter; but he is different from
both, and remarkably original. He has not the pellucid, universal sweep of
Whitman's vision, his profound, intimate perception of the spiritual meaning
of existence, and the surge and roll of his diction; but he has what Whitman had
not, a keen, delicate sensitiveness to the subtle-nuanced suggestions of common
things, a fine, imagist faculty of absorbing and expressing in a tissue of quaint
but effective symbols the cryptic message of the future, whose breath blows over
the crumbling ruins of the present. He seems to unite in his poetry something
of the legacy of French Unanimusm with the recent trend towards Chl1ast1c
subjectivism.

Pnthwindra's translation has admirably preserved the atmosphere, the
imaginative vigour and vividness of the closely linked imagery, and the cadenced
compressed movement of the French original. It is a new splendid feather in
ms cap as a translator of a few choice productions of modern world literature.

The printing of the book 1s excellent, and the get-up artistically attractive.

RISHABHCHAND



Students' Sec ti on
TALKS ON POETRY

(These Talks were given to a group of students starting their University
lfe. They have been prepared for publication from notes and memory, except
in the few places where they have been expanded a little. Here and there
the material is slightly rearranged in the interests of unity of theme . As
far as possible the actual turns of phrase used in the Class have been re
covered and, at the request of the students, even the digressions have been
preserved. The Talks make, in this form, somewhat unconventional
pieces but the am has been to retain not only ther touch of literature
and serous thought but also their touch of life and laughter.)

TALK FORTY-ONE

BETWEEN my last lecture and this, quite a gap has fallen. And mn that gap I
fell down! Yes, I had a nasty toss some days back and had to keep at home for
a time. What happened? you will ask. Well, as your Professor of Poetry I
may say that my life has a poetic rhythm-a falling movement and a rismg
movement. Also, I am very much like a simile-very much like what I am doing
just now, for I am giving you a simile in comparing myself to one. The Romans
had the phrase : Omne smile claudicat--"Every s1mile lumps."

One may understand this in two ways. A simile may limp because 1t may
not come up to the reality : it may fall short of conveymg a true idea of what a
thing 1s : one makes a comparison in order to express some quality 1n a thing,
but the comparison may prove to be merely a suggestive statement which cannot
brmg out the essence of the matter. I consider this view a piece of ineptitude.
To my mmnd, a simile extends and enriches an object, reveals an object's over
passing of its common appearance, establishes its connection and even its oneness
with objects beyond itself and makes it part of an underlymg reality wider than
individual things and holding the identical essence of a multitude of them.
If the s1mile limps it 1s because the object fails to measure up to it : the limping
comes not because the simile-leg is shorter but because it is longer. To take the
most ordinary instance : "This man is like a lion." Do we extend and enrich
the man or do we cramp and impoverish him ? And do we not hint at
something in which man-nature and hon-nature fuse in a kind of
world-nature ?
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The second mterpretation is : a simile fastens on a few important features
of semblance and ignores others which differ. So no simile copes with an object
with completeness. The incompleteness creates the hmp. Here too we may
argue that 1f the simile 1s meant to show somethmg that else would not be
revealed in an object the points of difference do not diminish the simile but are
neutral inasmuch as they stand outside the purpose of 1t : some of them may
even outshine what is proper to the object. Thus, to revert to our example, a
lion has four clawed feet which do not resemble a man's two hands and two feet.
But, in regard to the courage and strength prompting the comparison, those four
paws are far more effective instruments. I have a high opinion of the illustrative
function of a simile. This need not imply a high opimon by myself of my own
person, though, of course, some great persons have limped. There was Scott
the novelist, there was Byron the poet-and in our times Davies. Timur the
terrific conqueror was lame-and Marlowe 1n his Tamburlane made the Tartar
look even more terrific by some of his similes. The Greek god Hephaestus had
also an abnormal leg, but Sri Aurobmndo m h1s Ilion bnngs out his godhead all
the same when he describes how from the conference of the dertues before the
final battle at Troy he descended to take his particular stat10n among the fighters:

Down upon earth he came with his lame omnipotent motion.

To return to my not so omnipotent movements, let me wind up by quoting
two advices I have received on the subject of falling down. One is from the
English allegorist Bunyan. He said :

He that is down need fear no fall.

But thus would mean an extreme "Safety First'' measure. I would have to keep
s1ttmng on the ground for ever and a day, or else walk on all fours. I prefer what
the Chinese sage Confucius has to offer me. He wrote : "Our greatest glory
lies not in never falling but in rising every time we fall."

You can't deny that I have risen and I shall try to rise also to the occasion
of our present theme : the planes of poetry. I shall begin at the begin
ning, the foot of the "World-star' : the subtle phys1cal plane. Here it is the
outer act1vrtes of man and Nature that pass through the poetic imagination and
acquire an inwardness which reveals the psychological or even superhuman
powers at work mn the world. The poet's preoccupat10n, however, is now not with
these powers m their intrinsic quality but with them as completely externalised
and seen as physical movements and mterrelations. In English the outstanding
example 1s Geoffrey Chaucer, the so-called Father of English Poetry. The ad
jective "outstanding" is very apt, for his mind stands out rather than in. The
designation "Father of English Poetry" is perhaps less apt. Not because there
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is any poet of considerable stature preceding him, but some critics protest that
by using this phrase we make Chaucer look as if he were responsible for the
birth of something named English Poetry without himself being English Poetry
personified. Suppose we speak of the father of Shakespeare : we only
make the old man responsible for a brth that is quite different m essential
quality from himself. The father of Shakespeare could be a man like any of his
son's creations but not at all like his son. He could be like Hamlet or Macbeth
or Falstaff or Romeo-at least some sort of Romeo he must be 1f Shakespeare
was at all to get born-but we do not imagine that Shakespeare's father was
like Shakespeare who was the literary father of Hamlet and Macbeth and
Falstaff and Romeo. So when Chaucer is described as the Father of English
Poetry he may be thought to be anything except English Poetry itself. This is
declared to be an erroneous suggestion. If the usual des1gnaton has to be
applied, then Chaucer was a part of what he made : the first child he had was
his own self or, let us say, the poet in him.

In the eyes of some judges of literature, this first child 1s also the highest
form reached by the English poetic genius except for just two who overpass the
maker of 1t : Shakespeare and Malton. Sri Aurobindo, when he wrote The
Future Poetry, did not hold Chaucer mn very high regard : he was of one mind
with Matthew Arnold who found Chaucer lacking in what he called "high
seriousness" as well as the "grand style". Only ma few phrases here and there
did Matthew Arnold see these propertes of what he considered supreme poetic
expression come into the Chaucerian speech-a line, for instance, like :

0 martyr souded mn virginitie.

"Souded" is the same as the modern "soldered", meaning immovably fixed
-here in the virginal consciousness, in the purity of the deep soul. Sri
Aurobindo says in The Future Poetry that Chaucer was content to note outward
lfe with chiefly a stir m himself of "a kindly satisfaction... , a blithe sense of hu
mour or a light and easy pathos." The apparent traits of character are described
with aptness and vividness, but mostly no question probes into the profundities
of them. Chaucer's job is to present life interestingly, not to mterpret it. Ease,
grace, lucidity, a fluent yet compact expression adequate to the man1fold 1mpres
sion of human nature and earth-nature in a mirror-mind that has no depth of
its own but has an individual colour, as it were, so that what is imaged is not a
mere "yellow primrose" but a thing made yellow and primrosy by a life mate
rialsmng itself to the vision of a particular temperament. We do not always feel
that the medium of verse was absolutely necessary to Chaucer: well-tempered
limpid prose could have done almost as well, and actually some of his "Canter
bury Tales" are in prose. But now and again among his 17,000 and odd lines
there occur passages that exceed the superficial charm possible to rhymed and
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metred expression and stay with us as precious possessions, even though the
place where they stay is not always very profound.

I mean, the poetry is authentic and memorable. The authenticity we can
at once mark by contrasting this poetry with what a well-known later writer
has done with it in the attempt to modernise Chaucer and make him presentable
to a more cultured sense. Dryden, seeing the archaic and often childlike form
in which Chaucer's work stood, tried to put him in the garb of eighteenth
century language-and, in doing so, brought about often just a garb without
any body inside. Take these lines of Chaucer's-having at least something
of high seriousness and achieving a rather striking pathos :

What is this world, what asketh man to have,
Now with his love, now in his colde grave,
Allone withouten any companye ?

See what Dryden makes of thus narve yet touching world-cry :

Vain man ! how various a bliss we crave,
Now warm in love, now withering m the grave!
Never, 0 never more to see the sun !
Still dark, in a damp vault, and still alone !

Dryden is obviously "arty. He gets out as much alliteration as possible.
Chaucer too alliterates, but hus effects are natural and organic : there 1s no
effort to produce an impress1on. In line 2 the only marked alliteration is with
n-it 1s something inevitable in the very structure of the phrase and too straight
forward to be arty. Dryden brings, in addition, "warm" and "withermg",
and is similarly deliberate in his art in the next two lines. In the very last he
wants to drive home the pathos with the gong-note of a terminal "alone".
Many masterly lines in English poetry have this ending. I may quote a few.
There is the Wordsworth hne with its fathomless suggestion : of some
wondrous in-world:

Voyaging through strange seas of thought, alone.

There is the vivid vision of savage bird-life in Tennyson's

.. .let the wild
Lean-headed eagles yelp alone ...

Then there is another glimpse of bird-life, happily haunting as opposed to
fearsomely remote-Housman's
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The cuckoo shouts all day at nothing
In leafy dells, alone.

Finally, there is Sri Aurobindo's revelation--as superb as Wordsworth's and
more precise in spiritual substance-of a transcendental reality :

The superconscient realms of motionless peace
Where judgment ceases and the word is mute
And the Unconceived lies pathless and alone.

But Dryden, to my ear, falls flat : his line is constructed, not created. You feel
the forced accent-the two "still" 's, the "dark" and the "damp", all hammer
away at our ears instead of taking them captive by a spell. In the whole passage,
only the second verse-

Now warm in love, now withering in the grave-

strikes me as genuinely moving, yet how far is its polished and elaborate
achievement from the simple subtlety of Chaucer's

Now with his love, now in his colde grave,

where by just calling the grave "cold" the heat of a thousand suns is packed
by stlent contrast m the one bare unqualified word "love". It is a little master
piece of reticence and understatement. Dryden, as if not content to associate
love explicitly with warmth, goes out of his way to add a line of hs own where
he introduces the sun and spoils the line completely by overloading the tragic
accent. Those two "never" 's should never have been there. He seeks to pack
the very essence of the joie de vivre in the sensation of sunlight, but the thought
has no depth of feeling mn it. Arnold has done in a positive way what Dryden
fails to do in a negative :

Is it so small a thing to have enjoyed the sun ?

Dryden, however, fails not simply because his way is negative : he fails because
the negativeness is underlined too ostentatiously. In the right context and in
the nght manner one can kick against all limits and come out with a marvellous
dramatic impression as does Shakespeare's Lear when he stands before the
dead Cordelia :

Why should a dog, a horse, a rat have life
And thou no breath at all ? Thou'lt come no more,
Never, never, never, never, never !
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Five consecutive trochees-a falling movement-with the same word, and
what a climax just by the excess and by the antithesis to the iambic metre!

The lines, apart from illustrating the work of genius as against the work
of artificial labour, illustrate also a plane different from the creative intelligence
as well as from Chaucer's subtle physical : the Vital plane, the plane of the Life
Force. A vibrant vigour is here which is missing in Chaucer no less than in
Dryden. Chaucer poetically has in his passage somethmg equally good, but
the quiver of the nerves of sensation is absent. And this quiver will be realised
by us all the more if, beside Chaucer's lines on the emptiness and transience
of the world, we set the famous Macbeth-passage, on a part of which we have
already commented elsewhere and which again triumphantly employs a
repetition, a triple one this time at the very start :

Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow
Creep in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, bnef candle !
Life's but a walking shadow ; a poor player,
Who struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more : it is a tale
Told by an 1d1ot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

This kind of vigorous many-motioned passionate language was beyond Chaucer :
a complexity is present, yet not mere complexity differentiates the Shakespearian
cry from the Chaucerian : this complexity is not a quiet one, 1t is tempestuous,
a surge of wide waves, each wave leapmg with a sharp zest and pushmg its
fellow and mixing with it to create a further movement : the imagery is dynamIc
and multiple. If Shakespeare 1s like the sea, Chaucer 1s lke terra firma, solid
earth: a certain simplicity, a suave temper carry him on. Mostly he has charm
yet rather an obv10usness, as when he speaks of the "very gentle parfit knight" 's
noble deeds :

At mortal batailles hadde he bene fiftene
And foughten for our faith at Tramissene
In hstes thryes, and ay slain his fo...

Put beside these Imes Othello's account of his military life :

Of moving accidents, by flood and field;
Of hair-breadth 'scapes 1' the immment deadly breach;
Of being taken by the insolent foe..
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Chaucer's eye looks a little below the shaken surface of things and his wods
give us a just and pleasing expression. Shakespeare's words, as Sri Aurobindo
points out, with1 quite as simple a thing to say and a perfect force of directness
in saying it, get, as we might put it, into the entrails of vision and do not
stop short at the clear measure of the thing seen, but evoke its very quality
and give us immediately the inmost vital fibre and thrill of the life they describe
and interpret. No doubt, a greater poetic capacity is at work in Shakespeare
than mn Chaucer, at least on the whole. But the difference we are out to mark is
not so much between the poetic geniuses of the two writers as between the
planes from which they write.

From his own subtle physical, Chaucer too can produce supreme effects.
Let me quote what seem to me the most pathetic lines a lover ever spoke, pathetic
by a heart-breaking homeliness verging on naivete. Youmay have heard of Troi
lus and Cressida. Troilus was a Trojan, a brother of Hector, and Cressida was
a Greek girl. She had sworn fidelity, and Troilus had given her a brooch as a
sign of his love. Once he sees on the coat of Diomedes the very gift of his
to Cressida. He says to her :

Through which I see that clene out of your minde
Ye hen me cast, and I ne can nor may,
For all the worlde, within my herte finde
T' unloven you a quarter of a day.

Now listen to Othello expressing his love. He thinks Desdemona is false to him,
but he cannot change his heart-though it does dnve him to kill her. Here
he is grvmng tongue to his desperate attachment to her beauty :

Excellent wretch ! Perdition catch my soul,
But I do love thee ! And when I love thee not,
Chaos 1s come again.

Mark the energetc thrust of the language, the grandiose passion in the words.
The same thrust, though a little less emphatic and also a little less verbally gran
diose and with a more imaginative vein, we find in another speech of Othello's

Had she been true,
If heaven would make me such another world
Of one entire and perfect chrysolite,
I'd not have sold her for it.

1 The Future Poetry, pp. 238-239
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Judging from the example of Chaucer we might be inclined to believe
that except for occasional outbreaks the poetry of the subtle physical plane is
condemned to lack elemental energy and must fall short of dazzling glory. But
we should be off the mark very much indeed in believmg so. For, among poets
of this plane, we have no less a figure than Homer. Homer has shown to what
heights the poetry of the subtle physical can rise. Like Chaucer he too is pre
occupied with external lfe, but his vision is vast and his eye is interpretative
and not only representative. Sri Aurobindo writes : "Homer gives us the life
of man always at a high intensity of impulse and action and without subjecting
it to any other change he casts it in lines of beauty and in divine proportions;
he deals with it as Phidias dealt with the human form when he wished to create
a god inmarble. Whenwe read the Iliad and the Odyssey, we are not really upon
this earth, but on the earth lifted into some plane of a greater dynamis of life,
and so long as we remain there we have a greater vision in a more lustrous air
and we feel ourselves raised to a semi-divine stature."1

But how shall we have an idea of Homeric poetry? It is in Greek and to
translate great poetry we need a great poet in the new language. Also, Homer
wrote in quantitative hexameters and unless we translate hum mn hexameters of
a genuine inspiration and with something of the same sound-spirit we shall
miss the final touch of his oceanic verse. One of his most famous Imes comes
at almost the beginning of the Iliad. Agamemnon has captured Chryseis, the
daughter of the high-priest of Apollo. The high-priest approaches hum and
asks for return of hus daughter. Agamemnon insolently refuses to hand her
over. Then the old man goes home along the Trojan beach, and Homer has
the line:

Be d'akeon para thina poluphlos boio thalasses.

Sri Aurobndo renders it :

Silent he walked by the shore of the many-rumoured ocean.

Here apparently is nothing more than a physical scene serving as the back
ground to a simple psychological state accompanying a bodily humanmovement.
The sounds of the sea are mentioned and the man 1s described in what modern
parlance would call "behaviouristic terms"hus outward condition and acti
vity, his body in motion, his face unspeaking. But what an effect is created!
There is the contrast between a moving silence and a moving sound, but a small
human silence set against a huge natural sound, and )USt by the human smallness

1 The Future Poetry, p. 85
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remaining silent the natural hugeness which is full of sound becomes the voice
of that silence and we realise the immensity of the sorrow and the anger
the small human figure is feeling, a sorrow and an anger to which the voice
proper to that figure could never give true expression and which gets expressed
for all time by that multitudinous rumour, that mighty roar of the waters.

To get an effect of a similar greatness in connection with the sea we have
to recall that phrase of Shakespeare's in Henry II's soliloquy on Sleep :

Wilt thou upon the high and giddy mast
Seal up the shipboy's eyes and rock his brains
In cradle of the rude imperious surge ?

Now too the human and the elemental are joined, though in a different way :
the very roughness and rowdiness ofthe ocean is converted into a lulling power
by the cradlelike swaying ofthe waves in their rise and fall, and a tiny human
figure is served by a monstrous natural force to find peace.

I said that Homer needs an English master of expression and technique
to do him justce. You can see for yourself what a world of contrast is there
between Sri Aurobmdo's rendering of that line and Alexander Pope's in the
eighteenth-century pentameter :

Silent he wander'd by the sounding main.

Not that Pope's line is a pure "dud" : he has tried to get something ofthe boom
ofthe waters by his n and m resonances, but I feel that the boom is more nasal
than natural : the sea-god seems to have a roaring cold and to be speaking
through his many-nostrilled nose. Whatever effect is still on the positive side
strikes me as somewhat contrived : the inevitable art ofthe Homeric utterance
is lost.

I shall give you another instance of Homer's greatness and two versions
of 1t, neither ofwhich is a failure but each a semi-success. I do not remember
the Greek original. But Homer is describing in one ofhis lengthy similes (limp
ing all over, I am afraid) a night-scene in which there is a flash oflightning in the
deep cloudy darkness and as a result a sudden clearing up and a revelation ofthe
whole starry sky. Tennyson thus Englishes the phrase in well-modulated and
expressively enjambed blank verses :

... the immeasurable heavens
Break open to the highest and the stars
Shine ...
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I believe Homer puts everythmg into one single line and naturally the effect
is fuller and finer, more faithful to the amplitude laid bare at once. But Tenny
son shows great skill managmg his translation, with the "heavens" a femmme
ending suggestive of continuity and then the first foot of the next line a quanti
tatrvely long end strongly stressed spondee and the same line holding poised
at its far end the noun "stars" and quietly yet by the syntax intrinsically
urging us on to the prominent wide-toned verb "Shine" in the next. I
think a truer Homeric version is the result, especially as the whole tone 1s a
controlled majesty and drive, than the version made by Chapman in
Ehzabeth's time :

And the unmeasured firmament breaks to disclose its hght.

The expression is very fine, though a httle more generalised than Tennyson's :
what stamps it as inferior to the latter is the rhythm. Sri Aurobindo considers
the rhythm here not equal to the poetic occasion : it is rather jerky, rather ex
plosive, more volent than powerful : it is ballad rhythm camouflaged as a four
teener-two separate bits of four feet and three feet are put together to look
large and fluent, a rolling and sinuous and splendid length is not there, the
fourteener does not get naturally born.

How important the rhythmic life and the hfe of the verbal arrangement are
to the Homeric expression may be judged from a hexametrical translation by
an Englishman named Cotterill of a phrase from the Odyssey. Cotterill has done
the whole poem into accentual hexameters and off and on he achieves grand
effects, but sometimes at the peak-points of Homer he fails in poetic sensitive
ness, both in rhythm and word. Here is Homer, godlike yet direct:

Zenos men pais ea Kronion autar orxun
Eikhon apereisien.

Here 1s Cotterill :

Son of Cronion, of Zeus the Almighty was I, but afflictions
Ever-unending I knew.

The translator has knocked half the world-cry out by a somewhat pompous
and cluttered and ill-balanced turn at the end. I think a more moving approx1
mation of the Homeric afflatus can be struck upon by something like :

Son of Kronion, of Zeus the Supreme was I, yet have I suffered
Infirute pam.
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Homer is always simple even in his profundity, straightforward even in
hrs subtlety, natural even in his majesty. A typical 1stance of thus style is at
the very beginning of the Odyssey. Odysseus has lost all h1s companions-most
of them because they slew the oxen that were sacred to Apollo who in return
brought about their death. Homer says, as F. L. Lucas has pomted out, no more
than: "He took from them the day of their home-coming." And in this un
assummg phrase he packed a whole world ofpathos, touchmg the most sensitive,
the most mtimate strings of the human heart. Some of the typical Homeric
effects you will find agamn and again in Sn Aurobindo's Ilion which is not a
translation but a new vision of the last day of the siege of Troy, long after Homer
has finished with his story. Sri Aurobmndo is more complex, more rich, more
spiritual than Homer, yet he has always Homer's ocean-rumour, Homer's eye
on clear-cut shape and gesture and attitude and motion, the subtle physical
plane taken up mto the Aurobindoman universe. And throughout there is the
right rhythm, the soul of the Greek quantitative hexameter has been caught
without sacrificmg the stress-genius of the English language.

AMAL KIRAN (K. D. SETHNA)



THE DESCENT OF THE BLUE

(Continued from the last issue)

ACT 4

Scene I

(A trip toKashmir. The Maharaja of Baroda and Aurobindo on Shankara
charya Hll.)

MAHARAJA : Arvind Babu, now we are on the top of the hill. We have
ascended a thousand feet above the level of the valley of Kashmir. As we
climbed higher and higher I found as if a screen was slowly lifting up and
revealing the splendid beauty of Kashmir. It seems you are thrilled all over
by the scenery of this place.

AURO : My feeling is at once overwhelmmg and mexpressible.
MAHARAJA : What is it? I must hear it from you, I must. (He comes

closer to Aurobindo).
AURO : I made no effort, yet I have had an experience of something so

vivid, so astonishing.
MAHARAJA : Do confide it to me, my young friend !
AURO : It is the vacant Infinite ! I am sure this experience will leave an

abiding impress1on upon my mind.
MAHARAJA : How wonderful you are ! By the bye, do you know the

funny story about the Hill ?
AURO : No. I would like to hear 1t from you.
MAHARAJA : The story is : during his itinerant hfe the great Vedantin,

Shankaracharya, with some of hus disciples paid a visit to Kashmir. For some
time they made their stay on this hill, and It was at his mstance that this temple
of Shiva was first set up. Hence this hill has been known as Shankaracharya
Hill.

AURO : Now what about the story?
MAHARAJA : Ah, have patience, I am coming to the point. I have told

you that Shankara came over here with his disciples. Soon they ran short of
provisions. But from the neighbourmg villages nobody turned up to offer
hospitality to them. It was after some days that a few pundits came to meet
them. The disciples of Shankara flew into a rage. They said to the pundits:
"Are you not ashamed ofyour indifference ? Are you so ignorant of the Shastric
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injunctions on hospitality to guests ? Did you care to know that we have been
without food for some days ?" The pundits too got down to the same level with
the disciples and asked : "How on earth could you expect us to know this? "
Then they turned to Shankara and said that if he had any spiritual power
he could have easily fed his disciples. Thereupon Shankara said : "I don't
believe in Shakti. The world is an Illusion." The pundits cried out: "No,
never, the world is real. It is Reality itself. The world is neither illusion
nor hallucination."

AURO : The pundits are right, absolutely right.
MAHARAJA : Ah, but let me complete the story. I have come to the end.

The miracle begins. One of the pundits invoked a Goddess by chanting some
mantras and placed his nght palm on the ground. Lo, jets of water began
springing up from below the very spot. Poor Shankara had to admit the
existence of Shakti.

AURO : I fully believe in the power of such mantras.
MAHARAJA : So do I.

Scene 2

(Calcutta. Grey Street House. Mrinalini Devi reads out a letter which
she has just received from Aurobindo.)

"Dearest Mrinalini,
...You have, perhaps, by now discovered that the one with whose fate

yours is linked is a very strange kind of person. Mine is not the mental outlook,
the aim of life and the domain of action which the generality of people in this
country have at present. It is quite different in all respects, it is uncommon.
Perhaps, you know by what name the generality of people call extraordinary
ideas, uncommon actions, unusually high aspirations. They label all these
things as madness, but if the mad man succeeds in the field of action then
instead of callmg him a lunatic they call him a great man, a man of genius."

MRINALINI (sayng to herself) : I fully agree with you, my Lord. I am sure
your efforts will be crowned with success.

(She continues reading.)

".. It is my firm fauth that whatever virtue, talent, higher education and know
ledge and wealth which God has given me belongs to Him."

MRINALINI : 0 Merciful God, Thy Grace knows no bounds. I bow to
Thee with all my heart and soul for giving me a husband who has no equal
on earth.
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(She continues reading.)

"... I know I have the strength to uplift this fallen race; it is not physical
strength, I am not gomng to fight with the sword or wIth the gun, but with the
power of knowledge. The power of the warrior is not the only kind of force,
there is also the power of the Brahman which is founded on knowledge. This
is not a new feeling withmn me, it is not of a recent origin, I was born with it,
it is in my marrow, God sent me to the earth to accomplish this great mission."

(She s thrlled with joy and jumps up.)

MRINALINI : I know, I know, you are not an ordinary human being.
You are a Godlike man. Your great mission must succeed.

(She goes on)
f'

"...You should always offer to Him this prayer: 'May I not come in the way
of my husband's life and his ideals and his path to God-realisation ; may
I become his helper and his instrument.' Will you do it ?"

MRINALINI : My Lord, I fail to believe my eyes. How could you ima
gne that I might come m the way of your hfe and your ideals and your
path to God-realisation ? I have no existence without you. I am entirely yours,
within and without.

Scene 3

(Baroda. The Maharaja of Baroda and Sister Nivedita.)

NIVEDITA : Maharaja, I am driven by necessity to ask for your help.
Maharaja : Yes, I am at your service, if possible.
NIVEDITA : I strongly feel that the revolutionary movement will be con

siderably effective if you lend your powerful active support to it.
MAHARAJA : My help ! Good Heavens ! I am sure I am of no use to the

movement. The spirit of Revolution is lacking in me. But that does not mean
that I don't want freedom. Nivedita, you are the spiritual daughter of Swami
Vivekananda. You are surcharged with his indonntable Will. India is proud
to have you.

NIVEDITA : I pray, Maharaja, do not laud me to the skies. It is my
Master's Will that has brought me to India, the country of my heart and soul.
What I have done for India is nothing and what I may do may count for
nothing. That I have been able to dedicate my hfe, my everything to serve our
Bharatmata 1s a source of great joy to me.
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MAHARAJA : Nivedita, Swamiji's Nivedita, truly you are Nivedrta, the
offering, to the whole country. Now, you want my help in your revolutionary
work. Please give me some time to make up my mind. I should like to discuss
the matter with Arvind Babu.

NIVEDITA : You mean Aurobindo, I am sure he will press you to jomn and
help the revolutionary movement. He himself will plunge before long into the
vortex of the Indian National Independence Movement and stand in the
forefront of the struggle.

MAHARAJA : My Arvind ! He will leave me ! I was quite in the dark about
it all. Alas, he will come to unnecessary grief. I must meet him at once.

(To be continued)

CHINMOY



LEONARDO DA VINCI IN MILAN

1497

Scene I

(The scene is the studio workroom of the Master. It is more like an Alche
mist's laboratory, as indeed an old Alchemist friend of Leonardo's uses it, than a
studio. It isfull of queer bottles and retorts, colours and smells; Art and apparatus
go hand in hand and the glow from the furnace creates the focal point of a picture
which lights up the face of the old Alchemist as he bends over his work.)

ALCHEMIST : What mischief are you up to now, Pepito ? I thought you
were to sleep at the convento to see that none of these thieving friars steal the
Master's colours?

PEPITO : Bruno is there tonight. I have come to see Francesco to tell
him what we overheard the friars saying about the Master.

ALCHEMIST : And what do they say about Messer Leonardo ? The rogues !
PEPITO : They say that the Prior is in a passion with the Master for not

finishing the mural, and threatens to arrange for him to be sent to Rome where
they will put him in prison.

ALCHEMIST: Ho! Ho! Put him in prison will they! Ha! Ha! Why, he would
show them such magic as would make their blood run cold in their veins and
their eyes roll out of their sockets.

PEPITO : Magic ! Is he really a great magician as they tell in the market
square?

ALCHEMIST : Why, surely, am I not his first assistant in the ancient art?
PEPITO : I knew that you mix his colours with secret juices which you

get from bats and lizards and forest flowers but...
ALCHEMIST : Colours ! Colours ! Is that all the magic we know !!
Come closer, child, and I will tell of something I have done and seen;

of places I have visited, which others see in dream. And surely there are more
things on earth, more wonders to be found than in your dreams.

I have watched on the top of a mountain
When the moon rose up from the sea
And caught at the wing of a night-owl
To make my alchemy-
I have waited on graves of the dymng,
In the gardens of the dead
And stolen their heart and their liver
To make a sunset red.
I have dared the bite of a serpent

6o
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To take its venom for wine-
I have dared old gods and their anger
And called my Master Divine.
I have reached into deepest Inferno,
I have visioned the Heavens above-
I have laboured and lived in the passions
Of a great enduring love.
But the rabble, the herd of the gutter
These humans who fear the Light,
Feat also the progress of science
As children fear the night.
Bah ! to their superstitions,
Bah ! to their fancies and fears
I have known only one man who matters
Through all these earthly years.

(There is a mutual silence ... then Pepito speaks)

PEPITO : Why are so many people against the Master here in Milan ?
Why was there such a crowd shouting against him when they stoned the
windows of the house last week ?

ALCHEMIST: Fear ! Fear and ignorance, fear of the unknown! Your Master
is a great painter and a great Alchermst-perhaps the greatest of his day. No
one man has gone along so many unknown paths of knowledge, and knowledge,
Pepito mo, is magic to the common herd of the market place-and all those
who think they know and do not know.

PEPITO : Does the Duke of Sforza know ?
ALCHEMIST : Know what, Infante ?
PEPIo : The magic...the knowledge of the Master.
ALCHEMIST : Would he even be the Duke of Sforza without Meser

Leonardo?
Who creates the Duke's war machines? Who plans his battles and builds

his defences ?
Who amuses his courtiers and vis1ting princes, paints their portraits as

well as those of their mistresses ? Who but he could think of this latest advice
of building a system of drainage in the castle which will keep away pestilence
and disease ?

Knowledge, Infante mio, is the Pearl of Great Price which commands the
respect of kings and princes.

It is the envy of the few, but also the force that stirs the superstitions of
the stupid to anger and revolt. Knowledge is ever the Call of the Unknown.
Therefore to men it is Magic-But to gods, it is_Light and Power,
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Pepito : Is then knowledge the Truth of the world ?
Alchemist : It is a key to one of the doors that lead to Truth, my son,

like love and devotion, work and sacrifice.
PEPITO : I have heard the Christian preachers say that Love is the only

Truth?
ALCHEMIST : Love, Infante mio ?
Christ knew of the Love of God, no doubt. His teachings have come

down to us on the stream of that Power and with Intention. But these preachers
of today ! These religious fanatics, these ascetic martyrs that shout and
proclaim their virtue in the market square !

What do they know of love? The love of man, Infante, is as the animals'.
It is mixed with the passions and greed of human desires ; full of volent emo
tions and excitations; full of the froth of bfe which lives only to destroy.

ALCHEMIST (continuing) :

There is no love that seeks life to destroy ;
There 1s no love which does not grant to man
That right to worship where he finds his God
Within the scope of his intelligence.
There is no love or simple tolerance
Which says: 'This only is the Way of Truth.
For plainly God exists for one and all
And He alone has made the universe.

There was, Infante mio, a painter once
Who knew the Love of God, the Love divine,
And in his love a certain knowledge bloomed
Into the light and truth of common day.
He was the first to paint just what he saw
In colour, form, in distance, light and shade
That made his paintings bve m every heart
And in that heart one saw the Love of God.

PEPITO : Who was he ?
ALCHEMIST: Lorenzo the Magnificent had carved on the tomb of this man:

"O I am he ...to whose right hand
all was possible, by whom
dead painting was brought to life,
by whom art became one with nature.

For I am Giotto."
And the greatest painters of Italy, ofwhich our Master 1s one, have followed

in his footsteps. I am no preacher, child, but I have heard your Master say:
"Love without knowledge begets death,
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But a knowledge of death begets immortality."

(Enter Donna Furiosa)

DONNA FURI0SA : Well, old man, have you not yet mended that pot?
Do you think ofnothing but weaving stories ofyour wicked past into the inno
cent head of this child ?

I
PEPITO : Oh, no ! Donna Furiosa, he has been telling me ofthe Master,

that I should come to know hs will.
DONNA FURIOSA : He who does not know the Master's will shall be beaten

with a few stripes ; but he who does know it will be beaten with many-ifhe
neglects it.

ALCHEMIST : Here is your pot, woman. See that you do not neglect
your cooking or I'll translate you into a hen to fill it for dinner.

DONNA FURIOSA : Avaunt, you old wizard, avaunt !
A murramn on your magic ! A murrain on you !
ALCHEMIST : Avaunt yourself woman !
And see that your cooking does'nt suffer from your scolding.
DONNA FURIOSA : It may rain magicians and pot-menders but my cooking

will be the same !
ALCHEMIST (rsing with mock anger) : Pot-mender ! Pot-mender !
DONNA FURIOSA (urging Pepto before her) : Come, child ! If you would

have food before you sleep we'll escape this titan tinker for the kitchen.

(Exeunt)

ALCHEMIST (shouting after them) :
Tinker! Pot-mender! Bah!
Is youth a ball to be tossed between Knowledge
and noodles ? Man is merely a pot for food.
Food for the belly ! Food for the brain !
And for some, food for the soul !

(Continuing) :

Oh man ! thou endless, bottomless pit sublime
Into which flow the treasures ofheaven and earth !
What mysteries make up thy Alchemy ?
What ecstasies and sorrows fill thy frame !
What dreams and wonders, plucked from other worlds,
Enter through thee into this vast array !
What flame-powers come to hfe and flicker out
In one briefmoment ofEternity !
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What pettiness, what possibility
Beats equally within one human heart !
In thee alone are battles fought and won ;
In thee alone lies that Authority
To challenge matter and the universe
And find a measure with the gods above
To wrest from them the secrets of the earth
And find the key to Immortality.

Curtain

NORMAN DOWSETT



MRIDU

On the 22nd of September 1962 Mridu passed away

UNWARNED by the Grim Reaper, unweighted with years
In silence off she shuffled her mortal frame.
A ceaseless fount spraying pure joy was she,
Her heart all sweet with the zeal of a daring flame.

Her heavy boat plied from shore to shore unrhymed
Of blooming, quiescent or withering souls.
A snow-white train of humour with rosy thrill
Her presence called forth in persons of varied roles.

She served her Father divine, the Lord of the gods,
With earthly manna savoured with her soul's delight.
Her heart's up-brimming transport she shared with all.
Mrdu, His dove, flew quick to hs golden Height.

She bodied forth a climbing, sleepless love,
Her Parents blessed her life with bending Grace.
A unique prayer* the child from Him received;
Behold, ecstasy's emblem grew her face.

CHINMOY

Sri Aurobindo wrote for Mridu the following to be used by her as her
prayer:

"I pray to be purified from self-will and self-assertion so that I may become
docile and obedient to the Mother and a fit instrument for her work, surrendered
and guided by her Grace in all I do."

5-1I-1942
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AMRITA

(On his birthday, 19-9-1962)

I

WHAT we understand easily we believe we understand rightly,
We make a confusion between the face and its mask.
We think the horizon line is the finishing line,
We forget that a blue sky stretches still beyond.

The world is built with the tears and smiles of the gods...
A child is at play on the sandy beaches :
He is never to be met in the crowd...
A jewel knows not itself, nor does a pearl know that it is a pearl !

The goal fixed for ever, for ever he goes on,
The path offers no bar, no call reaches from behind:
Lo ! The eternal voyager, eternally free,
Eyes ever turned to the dawning East, never to the setting West.

He hides behind a veil and moves on...
Is it the stream ? Is it the ocean vast ?

NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated from the Bengali of Robi Gupta)

II

The Creator in his dreaming has created
This immortal thing in creation,

Figuring as a common creature,
forgetful of his self :

A mystic reason makes him hide
his own form and nature,

Ever at labour in working out
the Impossible :

To transfigure Nature, to establish the Transcendent
Here on the bosom of material Earth,

To feed the divine sacrificial Fire
with this human body,

with this bounded frame.
66



Lo, the tmeless hero worker
with this flaming faith,

Indifferent to the rude impacts of Reality,
Dreaming the victorious Mother's

wonder dreams,
Shaping in his heart of hearts

the golden garden of Paradise
A faultless, sleepless, pure

self-dedication
Has built this life into a piece of

IMMORTALITY.

NoLNI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated from the Bengali of Chinmoy)

TO MY POLE-STAR

MY Hope in the silence of the deepest grave,
0 Lord of the ageless sun !

Show me, Gold Star, the way to brave
The storms of life fiery or dun.

You are infinite through the roll of ages,
In blmnd abysses your shadow is thrown.

There in the darkness your miracle blazes
To crown the mortal on eternity's throne.

With the bloom of a flower so shy on earth,
With the life of the dews of early morn,

In the certain death of creation's birth,
Your Vision-Will in secret was born.

In the sadness of a weary noon
When the murmur of brooks no more is heard ;

In the doleful hush of a night without moon,
Your Joy still wanders like a soaring bird.

ABHIJIT GUPTA



SANSKRIT SIMPLIFIED

;m' ;;m
~ ;;m
.ml ~"h-<ff'!
~ ~
;:mr: tzar
;:mr: ;:m):

ifR-5T ◄m
arat are
◄'l'w'lfr if('ffl~

arr? aTT7q
a1TT: ifl'ffl.:tfl'!
a(Ta: arat:

BOOK I

LESSON V

1. We have already dealt with the f;;pefiffis of words ending in
ar, masculine and neuter. Now we come to those of words ending
in arr and f which are as a general rule feminine in gender. Let
the student remember the fact that words with different endings
will have in many cases different fcf~fiffl forms ; but on the whole
most of the forms would be of the same pattern.

-nwT --~. girl-Paradigm ~T--~1. river
srqin- ifl'ffl: ;:m:

f[ITTlll- ifl'ffl: ~1:
~ffilll- ifl'fflf~: ;:mf~:
'i:{gq1- ifiwr+tf: ~"h,,:r:
~- ~: ;m'.:t{:
qt-- arr tr
~- aTT arat: arag Tar it: €tg
~Tcli'f'!- ◄m ◄m .nwr: rff~ .m1 rf~:

Decline similarly the feminine nouns ifffil' garland, ~ estab
lishment, house, school, war creeper, court, assembly, ~
army, s goddess Parvati, at saintly and virtuous woman,
arit maid servant, rt woman, a«at goddess of speech,
get or gfrt earth, st wife, ~ name of the garland
worn by Krishna, etc.

2. Translate into English :-

~- ~ (f. this) ifl'ffl ~ tfo@ • Jura r aat qsart 3. rs:
(m. bower) i'fif@ 1 "· ~~ (n. this) r (n. offering of food
etc. to deities) r at ( al-t. goddess ) ia: (verb.
base ~iftttf give, consign, consecrate) 1 "'-· rflrftfl: m~;i: ~cflil'~

(g exceedingly -qfcflil' holy) 3Tm'f 1 ~- ~ lP!~ (lP!rfl- name of
68
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a river ) fawnfa (verb. base fr bathe, plunge) 1 \3. lfr<fclrT:
(qrcicfr daughter of the king of mountains) Sf~ (Sf~-1- grace)
~ !=~+{ ~q shall cross over ( future base cfmrf) 1 ~- ;:ria:
garsf sazf#a ( verb base y-a flow) <. afar: 2at «ft rat
rRGa go. tr sita snarfs +7zf ( verbal base a get
corrupted, drop down ) n. P..TTQ~: ll\'G5 .hfq;:cit .mf (at. by name)
i:itf'wlITT ( inwr) fcr~Tfcf (verb.base fcr-.:n to shine forth, look beautiful) 1
r~. ~~ (name of the mother of Rama) ~~~fEI' (~~~~. name of
Rama's father) ;;q5of (~).eldest) tJMt1 n. ~ (t of this) <!W:f (<!"
1!· king) ma zafrsa: (great scholars) safarfa (verb.base
;a-qf~ sit ) 1 ft. <fi~!:ff: (i~r, Dasharatha's youngest queen)
<fl~: ;:in:i ( .flif"!,-.f· name) rzrt zfa (efcl' here represents inverted
commas) «. gfrar: a (a-a. surface) a (of that) Fa (3q
1· king) mt ( f. great) ~ i:fwfcl' (verb.base i:fw move) 1 ,~• .JTq:

(1· husband, lord) ~ l'l'TU'JTTlt ~ri: (fcr.) great ~l!flJf'!-(l'I'. adorn
ment) 1 ?s. ra: mF7at: (arrant--nrar--it. maiden) qrrraraT:
(m;mwr-~t. school ) ~T~ f<f;,r~f.""'ff (verb.base f<1-i:f~ walk about)
2. arat: rt (sister) srfa sra rrrsfa (verb.base ar-res come)
&. ?? @aui (n?at the great goddess Parvati) a gt
~ (f;;rt. faith) 1 o. tat arts aq: (fa. auspicious, good)
snsiaia: (1· blessing)) saf ( verb. base 'nl-S bear fruit) 11

Translate into Sanskrit :-

I. Great men (zra-i.) sit in the courts of kings. 2. Poets
write poems by the grace of Goddess Sarasvati. 3. (There) is fire
(lfrcf~-1-) in the interior (mf-1.) of the earth. 4. Why (fi)
don't you bring ( verb. base aTAlf) flowers from the creepers of
the (two) gardens ? 5. Goodness (~Tcf-t) spreads about (verb.
base ~ spread about) from the tender ( ~~-f.f. ) hearts ( ~-,r.
heart) of holy women (mtcft-ro. holy woman) 6. The love (stir~
~.) of Radha for (Slfu with ficrtlfl) Krishna is pure ( f<1~-f<1.)
and perfect (afgvi-f.) 7. Ganesh ( tTVr~-t) the son of st and
fr gives (verb.base f.f-ffi: give) success ( ~wcfl) 8. Heroes
mount (verb.base aTRTQ mount) horses (amf-~. horse), elephants
(tf,jf4. elephant) and chariots (~q-t chariot) in the king's
army. 9. Heaven (fcfil-t heaven) is the world (-!cr;:r-;:r.) of gods
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and goddesses. IO. Man lives (verb. base ~Tcf live) not without
(fq;;r to be used with far, afar or iat) hope ( 3'mr).

N.B. Render the sentences into Sanskrit as you would do them
in your own Indian tongue. First find out the subject, then the verb
and render them ; then supply them with the object if there be any.
Afterwards render other words in their proper case, gender and
number. Adjectives will go with the nouns they qualify and adverbs
with the verbs. Remember that an adjective agrees with the noun
it qualifies in gender, number and case. In short, proceed phrase
by phrase and arrange the phrases m their proper prose order which
will usually be the same as in any Indian vernacular.

3

We need to remember that the following are the I3 vowels :
, T, <, $, s, 35, # E, , a, sit st.
The following r3 are the hard consonants-

3ritsgars :--n 4, 3, Z 5, a I, 7 G , and r, •........................................
The following 20 are the soft consonants

itqerssarf :--IE, GI, zz,z I , and
"', and Q,·

We have met with the following frs 1 our sat#s-
2. ~tail Ra:{tam: Ra: • lust r:=ztaa: qi:1 3. arrt f...=

fflcfc{: l'ffQ •.• I ~. fafim:) '+f!:l''!=f~f~.:: <l'!:l'q'__ I 4_. ~,if.ff <l!:l'+J:=~irf: '+f!:l'+J: I

€. ?at ?sac=?a: ?a: s. a?sit au=ta@st: wart
In each of the above-mentioned cases there occurs at· at the end

of the first word, followed immediately by a soft ( 'EfT!!f) consonant.
When it is like this the 3': becomes sit.

Sandhi Rule : V1sarga, preceded by a:r and followed by a soft
consonant, is changed to s which with the preceding a:r becomes a:r).

Again we have g. ztqasaa:ztqa: aca:1 • fsraraasafsraraar: a
Here we find that the fcr~IT is followed by '"! and has changed

to ~(,iq:). We may add that it undergoes the same kind of change
i.e. changes to a () when followed by , a!so. e.g.

g. fa{ta: ora:=fatasgrz:1 • i: rm:=a5er: • r: sr
Ia • z?: fr:=z?of: (ft-f. well-behaved; m:;r-1- student;
qi-fr. sully; ra-j. goat; r: of the king; ~;r-.f. umbrella)
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Sandhi Rule: Visarga followed by or is changed to ().
Again we have seqa«reseq€: rt Here the Visarga of

~: has changed to •
Sandhi Rule : Visarga followed by ct or is changed to ,.

( rarely begins a word).
Other examples of this rule are:- • zf: araaf.=zfaraR 1

(verb. base €i'ro'-f save) • fas: grfafrggcarfa (verb. base g&I'
be pleased) ~- ~= ~~="'f~-,.~ 1 '6. efcf: a-qf°a-=efcl'fa'qfa- 1 (verb. base
€i'IT shine hot) etc.

Then we have • [viz=y: s
3. R@saris:.fasa: mac:t • nrcda:ma: 2a:

3 0 9 g 9

In these examples we find that the visarga has changed to ~
But we would like to give some additional examples:

~- ~: ~==~~: 1 (~~-f;.r. compassionate) ~- w&-+rT:~=
riiattt 3. ag: srrsfr srtrcf=arr·cf (ar-it. a
young married woman, daughter-in-law) • zg?: zUt =z? zor
fest1 (zwt-. will, desire) «. rt: a?r=rt sq2sr.=rlcq@est:

and so on.
Sandhi Rule : Visarga, preceded by any vowel except 31' or

m, and followed by any vowel or a soft ('tfl"if) consonant, is changed

sk faa: t frsfas: qiaa#
+aTrrp faoz: a fasorqi sTa'J:t' ·J 'I) 'I) ..

mriqa@a:---s in water, fas: Vishnu, the. all-pervading Divine,
~ on the ground (ra--a. ground, spot, place) f~: Vishnu, fq~:
Vishnu, lf<ffi-~ on the top ofmountains; saarrar-g in a multitude
of series of flames, (iicflwT-ro, flame, i:nwr-f;;r"t. series, garland, succes
sion, ~-~. assemblage, family etc.) for: Vishnu Ti n. all far
full of Vishnu, ( iflf-1· .;. changing to lftTT-fSiT. is an affix indicating
'made of', 'full of', 'consisting of') ~fl:-~- world.

Translation : He is in water, Vishnu the all-pervading Divine,
He is on the ground, He is there on the top of mountains, in a
multitude of series of flames (too) it is He; (in fact) all the world
is nothing but He Himself.
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srfra qa(ai arr? fafasraa~ '
acer qa ga sari ar qgaa eaf nu

m~~;:: -~-~ with the lotus-like hand (~-;. hand
ard'cR-i\'. lotus) ~~ lotus-like foot (~-.,-. foot), ,l<l'-ard'.r.t in
the lotus-like mouth, fef.-tet:ll•Mf"t placing (agreeing with ,~)
~ of the banyan tree (<1e-1. banyan tree),~ of the leaf (q-:if-i\'.
leaf, letter) ~ in the cup-shaped hollow (gz-i.a. cup-shaped hollow);
~ lying (agreeing with ~) ~ child, ~ Krishna, the
Deliverer, mar with the mind (i;.:m:_ .,-. mind), rrf (I) remember.

Translation: I remember with (my) mind Child Krishna, the
Deliverer, placing (his) lotus-like foot in (his) lotus-like mouth with
(his) lotus-like hand, lying in the cup-shaped hollow of a leaf of a
banyan tree.

aa mt a fat aa ala arena ar a
ala fret afrui zaa Paa a fficl' II

riqac@a: -- a thou ga alone, only, ir@l mother (i:mr-~1.
mother) ~ and, fq'ffi' father (fa-i. father) a ca, g, sq:
brother (~-1, brother relative), and men friend (~l<f-;. friend)
a qa, a qa, freur-it. learning, zar--a. wealth qa, a qa,
~-...-. all "" my, mine, ~-~ God of gods.

Translation :-Thou alone (art my) mother, Thou alone (my)
father, Thou alone (my) brother, Thou alone (my) friend, Thou
alone (my) learning, Thou alone my wealth, 0 God of gods ! Thou
alone (art my) all (in all).

pt go.

at as fa aqrg
iii gfit irara rzoraat gf: n

m~~~: --~om always, ~--~ on all occasions (~-;. time,
occasion) .,. not srfa is, sr their, theirs, rga--. ill-luck, evil
~ whose, ef~-~: staying in the heart, ~ffcff l'f, the Divine (raa
-'{. the Divine, glorious, venerable,) ~-am:@.-t': he who is the
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abode of all auspicious thmgs (~~-'if. something good and aus
picious srraa--. sanctuary, abode) zf: God Vishnu.

Translation : Never on any occasion ill-luck befalls those in whose
heart abides God, Hari, the abode of (all) auspicious things.

Errata: Lesson III, page 85: 19 instead of aufa read fra:
page 86. sit: 3 read ggz: Lesson IV page 68 last line, read
sitsaa instead of sits 1 page 7o. after : azr (fa) read gs: fro:
( ol'fffl) 1 after ... the Creator, read Guru is God Vishnu.


